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=

and hence we shonld have more accurately for the first branch pipe C, 00263, and for
the other �i = 0,0270, and hence with the best accuracy which the formula admits
/ 16, 171
0,391
d1 = $/0,0263 · tiOO
= $
= 0,394 feet= 4, 7 inches, and
d2

.J

= J /0.0270.

.J

+

1706

200

+ 0,

169,7

505

.J

=

5

1706

=
0,
9,7

/5,905

.J 1

6

51 1

feet = 6,13 inches.

CHAPTER IV.
OF VERTICAL W .ATER WHEELS.

§ 81. Water Power.-Water acts as a moving power, or moves
machines either by its weight, or by its vis viva, and in the latter
case it may act either by pressure or by impact. In the action of
water by its weight, it is supported on some surface connected with
the machine, that sinks under the weight ; and in the action by its
vis viva it comes against a surface yielding to it, in a horizontal
direction generally, which is, in like manner, an integral part of the
machine. If Q be the quantity of water (or Qr the weight of
water) available as power, per second, and A1 the fall, or the per
pendicular height through which the water falls in giving out its
mechanical effect, then the mechanical effect produced is : L -= Q 'Y •
h -= Q h 1• If, again, c be the velocity with which the water
upon any machine, the mechanical effect produced by its vis
comes
•
•
viva, 1s:
. c2
c'
Q 'Y•
L = Qr ==
2g 2g
That water may pass from rest to the velocity c, a fall, or height

due to the velocity h =� is necessary, and, therefore, in the second

2g

instance we may also put L = h Q-,. So that the mechanical effect
inherent in water is the product of its weight into the height from
which it falls, as in the case of other bodies.
Water sometimes acts by its weight and vis viva simultaneously
by combining the effects of an acquired velocity c, with the fall h
through which it sinks on the machine. In this case, the mechanical
effect produced is again :
c2
c')
L = Qr . h + Qr - = (h + - Q y.
2g

2g

The mechanical effect Pv yielded by a machine is of course
always less than the above available mechanical effect Q J,, r; be
cause many losses occur. In the first place, all the water cannot
always �e brought to work ; secondly, a part of the fall is generally
lost; thirdly, the water retains a certain amount of vis viva after
having quitted the machine; and, fourthly, there are the passive
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resistances of friction, &c., interfering. The efficiency of a. waterpower machine may be represented by p. == : v , and the merits of
h
di�er�nt machines are proportional to the ap;roximation of this
ratio 1n their case, to unity.
From the general formula L == Q h "I, it is manifest that fall and
qu!3-ntity of water are convertible terms; so that, by doubling the
height of a fall with a given quantity of water, we have the same
power as by doubling the quantity of water, and retaining the ori
ginal height.
•

Example. There is a fall of 10 feet yielding 12 cubic feet of water per second. The

machine uses only 8,5 feet, however, and the water leaves it with a velocity of 9 feet
per second, and the friction is ascertained to be 750 feet lbs.; required the efficiency o f
tliis machine.
The available mechanical effect L== 12 X JO X 62,5= 7500 feet lbs. (Pruss.), and the
effect of the fall used= 12 X 8,5 X 62:ti·=637 5 feet lbs. 'fhe mechanical effect lost from
the vu viva retained in the water leaving the machine is 0,0165 X 9� X J 2 X 62,5= 941,2
feet lbs.; and the niechanical effect consumed by friction= 7 50 feet lbs.; and, therefore,
the useful effect of this machine p,,= 6375- (941,2
750)
4683: 8 feet lbs., and the
4683,8
effi c1ency
.
=,624
=-7500

+

=

§ 82. Water Wlteels.-The machines used as recipients of water
power, are either wheels, (water wheels, Fr. roues hydrauliques;
Ger. Wasserriider ;) or engines with pistons, water-pressure engines,
(Fr. mael,ine, a colonnea d'eau; Ger. Wasaeraiiulen-maschinen.)
Water wheels are essentially "the wheel and axle," with water as
power. Pressure engines consist of a column of water, pressing on
a movable piston.
Water wheels are either vertical, the axle of the wheel being hori
zontal, or they are horizontal, the axle of the wheel being vertical.
Vertical water wheels, concerning which we shall first treat, are
either overshot, (Fr. roues en desaus; Ger. Oherschlagige,) or breast
wheels, (Fr. roues de cote; Ger. Mittelschlagige,) or undershot, (Fr.
roues en deasus; Ger. Unterschliigige.) The water comes on to the
wheel near the top or summit, in overshot wheels; near the middle
or level of the axle, in breast ; and near the bottom in undershot
"·heels. In the first, the water's weight is chiefly the source of
mechanical effect, whilst in undershot wheels it is the inertia of the
water and in breast wheels, the weight and inertia both that are
usually effective. Undershot whee�s sometimes hang freely between
boats in a, wide stream, and sometimes in a confined course, which
is either straight or curved. Breast wheels are generally hung in a
curved channel or course. It is, perhaps, necessary to distinguish
from the above-named vertical wheels, Poncelet's wheel, in which the
water acts by pressure in its ascent and descent on curved buckets.
§ 83. Bucket Wheels.-All vertical water wheels consist of an
axle of wood or iron, with two journals or gudgeons-of two or more
annular crown, or ahroud.ings-of a set of arms connecting the
shrouding with the axle, and of a series of cells or buckets between
the shrouding-and, lastly, of a flooring, which reaching from crown
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The buckets
d1v1de the annular space bounded by the shroudings on the flooring
into a series of compartments, which, when the buckets are placed
more tangentially than radially, form water troughs or cells. This
latter is the general construction of the buckets of overshot and breast
wheels, which are thus distinct from the simple floats of undershot
wheels. For overshot wheels, the water is led on to the wheel by
a. trough or channel having a regulating sluice, and falls thence into
the second or third cell from the summit of the wheel. If, then,
the wheel be once in motion, each cell gets partially filled with
water as it passes the discharge of the water trough or lead, and
retains the water till near to the bottom of the wheel, when it falls
out, so that there is always a certain number of cells filled with
water on one side of the wheel, and this keeps the wheel continuously
revolving. Overshot wheels have been constructed for falls varying
from 8 to 50 feet, and sometimes even up to 64 feet in height, and
for quantities of water varying in every degree up to 50 cubic feet
of water per second. It is often more advantageous to put up two
or three smaller wheels, than one very large one; for the weight of
the parts becomes inconvenient.
The fall of a water wheel should be measured as between the sur
face of the water at the pentrough, or regulating sluice, and the sur
face of water in the tail race, the depth of which latter will depend
of course on the quantity of water, and on the breadth, and the
inclination of the race. In order to lose as little of the effect as
possible, the bottom of the wheel should be as near as possible to
the surface of the race, so that the height from the surface of water
in the pentrough to the bottom of the wheel may also serve as a
true measure of the height of fall. If there be any risk of back
water in the race, the wheel must be hung at an extra elevation ac
cordingly.
§ 84. Construction of Water Wheels.-Water wheels a.re made of
wood or of iron, or of both these materials combined. The manner
of uniting the axle and arms together is various. In the case of
wooden wheels, they are either strapped or bolted on to the side of
a square axle, as shown in Fig. 171, or they are let into the axle by
morticing, or passed through it. The latter construction is bad,
and only applicable to light wheels. The arms of the framed wheel,
Fig. 171, may be strengthened by braces or auxiliary arms. Such
wheels of 20 to 50 feet diameter are erected for pumping water, for
driving ore mills, &c., in the Freiberg mining district. .11 is the
axle, B and C a.re the journals or gudgeons, DE, FG, &c., are the
main arms, HM, HL are the auxiliary arms; DFG, and D1 F1 G1 are
the shroudings of the wheel ; K is the pentrough end. The crowns
are two rings of wood composed of 8 to 16 pieces of 3 to 5 inch-thick
segme?ts. The whole is put together with screw bolts. There are
cross tie-bolts for uniting the two crowns. The interior of the crowns
are grooved ou_t to receive the buckets. The open wheel N is a part
of the mechanism for transmitting the motion.
t� �rown on their under side, forms a close cylinder.
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Fig. 171.

Fig. 172 is an iron water wheel. Cast iron discs, or naves BD,
are set on the axle .fl C, and to these the arms are attached by bolts.
An intermediate ring or crown is introduced when the wheel becomes
more than 7 or 8 feet wide, and this has either a separate set of
arms or diagonal arms, as shown by BG, &c., brought from this to
the nave of the outer crowns. Through-bolts are introduced to bind
the whole firmly together. The prime mover in the train of me
chanism is often, as shown in Fig. 172, a toothed wheel, forming
the periphery of an outside crown ELF, and this works into a. pinion
on a lying shaft MN. In practice, this pinion should be rather
below than above the level of the axle, and on the side on which the
,Yater is. Tho buckets are of slteet iron, and bolted to ribs of
angle iron,, cast on, the inner surface of the crowns, or fastened to
them.
§ 85. JJimensions of Patts.-The axle, the gudgeons, and. the
arms of the wheel, must have dimensions proportioned to the weight
and P?wer of. the ·wheel. To find these, the principles and r �es of
the third section of the first volume are to be applied. The dimen
sions of the axle may be determined either in reference to the mo
ment of inertia. of the wheel and the resistance to torsion of the axle,
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Fig. 172.

or in reference to the weight of the wheel, and the resistance of the
axle to transverse strain. In Vol. I. § 211, it hns been shown, that
in the case of a solid round cast iron axle of radius = 1·, acted upon
by the statical moment of an effort P equal to Pa, that l'a = 12600
3
1·
r3, where r and a are expresseu in inches. Ilonce = J Pa
✓12600
inches = the radius of axle; and if a be expressed in feet, then the
diameter of the axle
3
3
d = f8 · 12 Paw= r-! Pa = 0 197 ✓ Pa inches.
✓ 12600
✓525
But the mechanical effect corresponding to the moment Pa, it, being
the number of revolutions of the ,rheel per minute, is
.
, power, L = P . n u a
re 'lt a �
=
=
P
v
J.eet
h
lbs.,
or,
1n
orses
P
,
L
30 . 550
30
hence Pa = 16500 L, and

.
✓__
✓
L 1nohes.
16500 ✓L
3
34
_
=
,
.
But for greater security, we generally make d = 6,12 ✓ t inches.
re it

d

= 0,197

"

it

it

3 -
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If the axle be square, the side of the square
s

=

__ .
✓83�
✓2

d = 0,94 d,

.

1.

e., s = 5, 75

✓

L .
u

- inches.

If the axle be made hollow, the formulas given in Vol. I. § 209
and § 210 are to be used with the above co-efficients. ,vooden

axles should be from 3 to 4 times as large in diameter as iron axles.
If the toothed wheel, transmitting the power of the water "·heel,
be an integral part of it, as in Fig. 17 2, the axle undergoes a less
torsion-strain by the moment of the power, and, therefore, its di1nen
sions should be determined in reference to the weight of the wheel.
For this we may make use of the formulas given in Vol. I. § 2 02,
Q ( 11 12 _ ;) = : bh2, in which we substitute for Q, G the weight
1

of the water wheel, c the breadth of the wheel, l the length of the
axle, and l1 and l2 the distance of the centre of the wheel from the
two gudgeons. Hence for a square axle:
l
h = b = s = 6 G ( t. 2 - ;) -

✓

K

l

And if for : ,ve put 1000 lbs. as a minimum, and expressing l, l1,

and l2, and c in feet, we get for square cast iron axles:
1
s = 0, 229 G (1• 2 - ;) inches,

✓

1

and, on the other hand, for round cast iron axles:
� = 1, 193 . 5 = 0, 272 a f G (ilel2 - c) .
d = s 3 f 16
�
�3
8
l
ooden axles must be made at least as large again.
The diameter of the gudgeon d1 is deduced from the well-known
formula given in Vol. I. § 196, Pl = � r K, substituting in it for

,v

r

= d• , and l the

length of the gudgeon, which is generally about

2
equal to d1 , its diameter.

Hence we should have for the diameter

32 • , for which we may put in practice d = 0.48 ✓ P,
1
P
� 1t K

d1 = I

P being the pressure on the gudgeon. Buchanan's rule is d1 =
30,241 ✓ P inches.
The arms of the wheel must evidently be of strength sufficient to
resist the moment of rotation. If this moment be again takene= Pa,
and the number of the arms in each set of arms of the wheel = n,
so that for a double set of arms the total number of arms = 2 n,
If, now,
then the moment which a single arm has to resist ss

f;.

b = the breadth, �nd A the thickness of an arm, and if the length
r
of the arm be equal to the radius of the wheel - a, then, from , ol.
VOL. II.-15

1i0
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I. § 196, we have Pa
2n

=

bh<J. � , or, as b is made

= 1nli, or, in iron

!,

ti
and bence the
generally, i lt, and in wood, � It, i. e., :: = mh3
thickness of the arms sought, measured in the direction of tho plane
3
of revolution, is: It = 3 f p a. If we introduce the effect, and

✓ mnK

number of revolutions of the wheel, then, for cast iron arms, h
= 10,4 3 fT inches. And, as the diameter of the axle was found
✓ nu
3
,
d = 6,12w f L, we have also It = l , 7 or � = l � , and, there,Vn
d
�n
✓u
fore, for 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16 arms, the values of ; = 1,08, 0,94,

!,

0,85, 0,79, 0,75, 0, 67, and from h, "'e deduce the breadth b, mea
sured in the direction of tho axis.

b

For wooden arms h

= � h.

3

= 13,6 f.!:___ , and hence ,ve can deduce
� nu

According to Rettenbacher, the number of arms in a set, or to
one crown (of which there are o.lways t,vo at least), is n = 2 (; + 1) .

If a wlieel l,e
feet wide, or wider, the number of sets of o.rms
should not be Jess than three.

Extlmple. A en�t iron wnter whee-I. ,vei1d1in� 3!>,000 lbs, l{ives an effect of 60 horse
JlO"·er. u11tki11� 4 revolutions per n1i11ute i re11uiredt1 ,lie rlimensious of ilS principal pnrts.
1 1
Tl1e dian,eter ofa solicl axle is d=6,l2 J :
13,2 incftt's1 aocl that of it� gudgeons

=

,!, = 0,048

J:j5�uo = 6½ inches, \\·hioh tnigbt be n1ntle 7 inches.

mnla gives d,

= 0,241

Buchanan's for.

'::./ J i�IJU = u¼ inches. For the nrms, supposing two setd of

12 each. the thickne s h =

l.? X�3•2
� 1 :l

= 10 inches nearly, anti the ureat.lth b = ¾ 10

= 2 inches (It being io the direction of the plane of revolution).

§ 86. Axles and G ud,q eons.-,ve must make special allusion to
the manner of putting the gudgeons in the axles, and to the plum1ner blocks on which they rest. For "'ooden axles, oak, or lnrch, or
beech, ans,vers exceedingly well. They are dressed into polygons,
when tho nrms are to be framed on the axle, nnd they are squared
wheu tho arms are to be morticed through, or into tho axle. The
Fii?. 173.

Fig. 174.
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gudgeons are either spiked in, as shown at Z, Fig. 173, or they are.
hooped, as shown in Fig. 174. .Also,. plate or fiat ends are used. as
in Fig. 175 (and these are the most common), or rings, as at Fig.
176, or compound gudgeons, as a.t Fig. 177. To strengthen the
Fig. 175.

Fig. 177.

Fig. 176.

C

·1c�-->
o 
neck of tho axle, to prevent its splitting, it is dressed off conically,
and three iron rings, t to ½ inch thick, and 1 ½ to 8 inches bro::u1,
arc driven on while hot. 1'he p1ates in the flat gudgeon ends are
from 1 to 3 inches thick, and about an inch narro,ver than the
diameter of the axle. The ring attachment is convenient, when a
spur wheel is to be placed at the neck of the axle ; the compound
gudgeon is applied "•hen much wear is anticipated, because the end
plates are easily removed and renewed. Cast iron axles are either
hollow or solid, either round or polygonal in section, and sometimes
ribbed or feathered to increase their stiffness.
For solid axles the gudgeon is generally in one p iece ,vith the
axle. Fig. 178 is a simple round axle, Fig. 179 is a feathered axle,
Fig. 178.

Fi�. 180.

Fig. 179.

and Fig. 180 is the end of a. hollow iron axle, with a gudgeon put
in, and an arm plute or nave set upon it.
Tl1e gudgeons rest on supports termed plummers or plumbing
blocks, ,vhi�h, to o.fford a permanent seat for the whee!, n�e pla�ed
on substantially founded ,valls. The plumbing block 1s lined w1th
a brass or other movable seat for the gudgeon. These seats are
either of brass (hence termed generally bra&ses), or of gun-metal (8
parts copper, 1 part tin), or of white meta.I ; sometim es they are of
woocl, though seldom.
1'he gudgcons rest on a wooden block in Fig. 171. Fig. 181 is a
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simple, uncovered, cast iron block. Fig. 182 is an open block, with
'a metal seat, or lining, and Fig. 183 is a close or covered block with
Fig. 181.

•

Fig. 163.

Fig. 182.

meta.Ilic lining. The plumbing blocks are bolted do,vn by means of
bolts and sole plates to the walls or beams on which the wheel is to
rest. The co,,.er of blocks is al,vnys proYided with a hole, through
which grease can be supplied. The inside of the cover is sometimes
groo,·ed, so that the grease diffuses n1ore 1·cn.dily over the gudgeon.
.i\. nd, wherever it is desired to reduce the resi tancc from friction to
a minimum, n grease cup, aff'o1·cling a. constant 8Uj)]Jl , is placed in
communication ,vith a hole in the plumbing-block cover.
§ 7. Tlte Proportions o.f JVate1· WlteelB.-Tbe first or main ele
ment of a. water "·heel is the velocity of the circumference v, or the
number of revolutions u.. It will l,e seen in the sequel, that over
!J

Fig. l 4.

shot wheels should have a
very small velocity; Many
wheels have a ,·eloc1ty
• of 1 0
feet per second, but 5 feet is
more suitable, yet under 2¼
feet is not arlvisable. Th;
velocity c of the WRtcr enter
ing the ,vhee], should depend
on the velocity of the w11cel,
nnd is either equal to this,
or greater in a certain pro
portion. For creating the
velocity c, a fall or height of
head, .JJB (Fig. 184) = li 1
2

= :__

is necessary, leaving

2g
of the total fall .11.F= 11, only
the fall on the ,vheel = BF
c2
= It?, = Ii - hl = J,, - ()'
-g
As CYen in the case of the most perfect discharge, 6 per cent. of 1.•i8
vii•a js Jost, it is advisable to take it as 10 per cent. in this cas(',
nnd, therefore, to put the effective fall required to bring the ,vater
2
on to the wheel "'ith suitable Yelocity h1 = 1,1 . ; ' an<l hence h'l
gw

= h - 1,1

. - . From the fall on the wheel 1'2, ,ve deduce the
2g
semi-diameter of the · w heel CFw= CS = a, by assuming the angle
c<z
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SCD == e, by which the point of entrance of the water D deviates
froth the summit S as given.
Then h2 = CF+ CBw= a + a cos. e = (1 + cos. e) a, and hence,
inversely, a = h - h1 • From the radius of the wheel a, an� the
I • COB. 8
velocity ; at the circumference, the number of revolutions. per
minute u = 3o v.
11 a

4
When u is given, 'Ye can determine a and "· As " == " " , and
80w
.
.
.
.
• c
c - x tttta
-=-"=-, 1n wh1ch • 1s a given ratiow-, we have:
V
30
(• . "wu a)•,
l1
(1 + COB. e) a == h - � x
30
2
.
.
0 000193 (• u a)•
h
,
and hence a = - '
and the solution of th1s qua<l1 + cos. 0
•
•
•
:
rat1c equation gives
-,-_
_
2
_
---3
_
x
_
�
co
77 2--'----.,,.......,
00
0
s.
h
0,
0
u)
+
- (1 + cos. e)
1
(
(
✓
)
---�-��
,....,,...,
1. a - ----·w
o, 000386 (. ")2 ------ , and
hence:
2. v == tttta = 0,1047 • u a.
30

.Exampk 1. For a fall of 30 feet, a whee.I is to be constructed to have 8 feet •elocitJ
at circumference, and taking on the water, at 12° from the summit with twice the above
velocity. What is the radius of whe.el required, and what the number of revoluuone,
1,1 X 0,0155 X 16•
16 feet, and heuce h,
4,36 feet, and
c
2X 8
30 X 8
25,64
30 - 4,36
9 feet; lastly, " = --- = 5,92.·
12,
1+
12°
1,978
,,,. X 12,9

=
=
a = --co,.---== --=

=

=

Exampk 2. If, inversely, the number of revolutions be 5, then for the above fall, and
other proportions a= 2, and the radius of the wheel:
v2,316 + 3,9 1 2 5 - 1,978
0,517 7
1 3'4 1 feet.
a=
0,0386
0,0386
Again, the velocity at the circumference " 0, 1047 X 5 X 13,41 7,02 feet, the velo•
city at entrance = 1 4,04 feet, and lastly, the height of fall due to this latter velocity -= h,
=- 1,1 0,0 1 55 X 14,04•= 3,47 feet.

+

=
=

•

=

=

§ 88. The proportions of the wheel, in reference to depth of the
shrouding and width of the wheel, are important. The depth of the
crown (or water space) is made 10 to 12 inches, and sometimes even
14 to 15 inches, and this proportion is chosen, because the water i_n
e. wheel with ahall,ow shrouding, acts with greater leverage than it
would do on a wheel of equal radius with deeper crowns. As to. the
width or breadth of the wheel, it depends on the capacity to be given
to the wheel. If d be the depth of crowns, and e the width of the
wheel (or distance between the internal surfaces of the crowns), the_n
wheel 1s
the section of the annular space above the flooring of thew
,
= d e, and if v be the velocity at the middle of the crown s depth,
the capacity presented to the water, per second, is d e • v. . But
this cannot be considered equal to the quantity of water delivered

1 5*
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on the whee], because a certain portion of this capncity is taken up
by the substance of the buckets, and it is also inexpedient to fill up
the buckets to the brim. We must, therefore, put d e v = , Q, in
which equation , > 1 ; E is usual1y = 3 to 5, the former when the
buckets are filled ratl1er in excess, the latter when they nre deficiently
filled. The width of wheel is, ho,veve1·, no,v determined:
30 , Q = 9 55 , Q
nau
, Q or as v =w--,w
e = -,
hence e =
,c u a d
, 1, a d'
30
dv
and taking , = 4, then e = 38,2 Q • That wheels of very great
u ad
diameter may not be too narrow, it is advisab]e to assume , = 5.
The numher of buckets 11, is 1another important element in the
construction of "·atcr whecJs. 1 he more ce1Js tJ1cre are, the longer
,rill the ·wa.ter be retained on the wheel. But this number has its
lin1its, because the buckets occupy spn.ce, taken fron1 the capacity
of the wheel, and tl1e more the capacity is diminished for a. given
quantity of ,vater delivered on the wheel, the sooner the water "·ill
]ea.ve it. As iron, that is sheet iron buckets, are much thinuer than
those of wood, we may adopt a greater number of iron buckets, than
we shoul<l do of wooden buckets. ,ve may follow the rule, to place the buckets at such a
Fii. 18!i.
distance from each other, that at that point
where the ,vheel begins to spill, or lose its water,
the bucket next above, JJBD, Fig. 185, shall not
dip into the ,Yater of the one below at B, for if
we put the buckets clo er than this, the upper
bncket diminishes the capacity of that under it,
and so what ,ve gain in one respect is lost in
another. The number of buckets is generally
ma.de n = 5 a to 6 a, or according to Langsdorf
n = 18 + 3 a; in ,vhich e>..1>ressions a is the radius of the ,vheel in
feet : or the distance bot,veen any two buckets is madew= 7 ( 1 + � )
1
inches. From the given, or thus found number of buckets n, we
have the angle of subdivision 13, i. e., the central angle bet,veen t,\'o
360°
-·
adjacent buckets, ,&3 = n
ExttmJJle. Suppose an over$hOt "·heel of 15 feet radius, having 1 foot depth of cro,,·n
mill taking 10 cubic feet of ,vate_r per second, n111kes 6 r<.•volotions pt?r minute, rue wuth
1O
5, 1 feet, and the distance be1 ,veen two buckets j�..
of the w bee! must ue 38,2
5 . 15 . l
12
2 ·n.,, · 15 · 12
10 lie 7 ( 1
J 5,4 jnches, on,l hence che number of uucketto
)
1U
I :;,4
73, or 72 for the sake of en..<>ier clivi ::ion of the circle. The angle of S11btli,·ision iB
3'10
:;o,
7'l

+

=
S=

= \' =

=

=

=

§ 89. Form of Buckets.-Tbe form of the cells or buckets is of
much consec1uence to the efficiency of water wheels. The buckets
1nust have such fo1·m a.n<l position, that the water u1ay enter freely,

•
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remain in them to os near the bottom of the wheel as possible, but
no further. By the various forms adopted, these requirements are
more or less perfectly fulfilled. The t,vo requirements arc in fact
often, to a certain extent, incompatible; for if the cells be made very
close, the entrance, a.s well as the exit of the water, becomes much
impeded. If the buckets be merely plane-boards, as shown at .li.D,
Fig. 186, the entrance of the water is quite free certainly, but then
it leaves the cells too soon, so that there is a
great loss of mechanicn.l effect. To prevent
Fig. 1 so.
this too early loss of ,vater, the bucket would
have to be very long, nnd the angle .IJDE, at
which the bucket inclines to the radius CE,
very large, i. e., nearly a. right angle. As this
is a practical difficulty in construction, it is pre
ferred to make the bucket in two parts, or by
a second piece DB, to give the bucket a bottom
or flooring of its own. The bottom DB i�
sometimes termed the start, or slioulder, and
the outer piece B.11, the arm, or wri8t. The
former is generally placed in the direction of the radius, sometimes
at right angles to the outer piece, or arm. The circle passing
through the elbow B, made by the junction of the shoulder and ar,n,
is termed the di vision circle. In the older construction of wheels,
this circle is generally found placed at ¼ of the depth of the shrou<lu1g
from the interior, or the sole of the wheel. As, ho"'eYer, the capacity
of a. cell is greater the wider the shoul<ler-blade DB (Fig. 18i) is, or
the greater the angle .IJBE (which we term the elbo1u angle), ,ve now
usually find the division circle in the middle of the depth of the
shrouding. The capacity of a cell ,vill then depend only on the
width or position of the nrm. The simplest construction of buckets,
is to make the end .Ii. of the arm .IJB start from the prolongation of
Fig. 187.

Fig. 188.

the shoulder next above it D1 Bi , or, by lettina the arm be included
� 0
360
between the sides of the division angle i3 =
. But this con-

struction does not close or cover the cells sufficiently, except for �ery
shallow shrourt.ing, n.nd, therefore, the usual plnn, for ,rbeels �p to .3,j
to 40 feet diameter, is to let the ar111 extend o,·er 1 of the d1mens1on
= �•J., EEl> Fir,.
lt. 1 • From the radius
a.n«le
C
o ) or the arc E.11 jg mn.<le
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C.11 = a, and the central angle .IJ.CB = 131 , included by the arm, ·we

can easily find the elbow angle .fl.BE = 6. In the triangle ./J. CB as
0
CBD= CE- BED= a - -,
thenw:
2
•
a sin. /31
tang. � =
_b - a (1 - cos. /31)
2

E:ramph. A 30 feet wheel, shrouding 10 inches deep, is to have (nccording to Langs•
dorf's rultl) is+ 3 x 15=63 buckets, or, !)fly 04, nnd each is tO extent.I over { of the
llivi::.ioo an�le, \\'hat will be the ell.io,v angle 1 We have:
8= 'l,,,0 [i0, lienet' 8= 1 X 'Iw= 7 !JI�0 7 °, 11, �2", 5, nod
4,40678
36 . 0,12241
l fl iir1. 7 °, l', �i'\ :,
tange� . - ,,.'l. - l!i ( I -co,. 7°, 1', 5:J", 5) 1 - :JO X u,OU7:):,t U,7�9:tij
hence a' = ° 3t/.

=
=
-------=-·---=------ =-- ,
1:>t1 ,

§ 90. The position of the arrn of the bucket may like"·ise be de
termined, by adopting as a rule, that the least section of a cell shall
be so1newha.t greater than the section of the ,vater coming on to the
,vbeel. If the cells come exactly under the ,vater-jet, then this con
struction would permit the water to enter freely, and the air to
escape unhindered. This may be done as follo,vs. From a point of
divisio. n B1, Fig. 189, in the division circle (or
Fig. 189.
line of· pitch of tlie buckets) ,vith a radius greater
by one or t'wo inches than the thickness of the
,vater-jet, or layer, describe a. circle, and from
the next adjacent _ point of division B, draw a
tangent B.R to this circle. This is the position
of the arm of the bucket required, for then the
least ,\�idth B1N of the cc11 .IJBD1 is equal to
the radius of that circle. But in order to de
termine the thickness of the layer of water
coming (from the pentrough) on to the ,vheel,
we must kno-w the fall 7t1 from the surface of the water in the pentrough to the point B1N; also the quantity of water, and the width
e of the ,yheel. As Q = d1 e ✓2ghu therefore, tho thickness in
Q
question d1 =
, and to allow of free escape of air, ·we make
e ✓2gh1
Q
d1 = B 1 N =
+ 1 or 2 inches. If equal spaces for the exit
e ✓2gli 1
2 Q
of air and entrance of water be allowed, then d1 = -- --=
= ,yould
e ✓2glt1
be the equation to be satisfied.
Buckets in three parts, as .IJEBD, Fig. 190, give, cmteria paribus,
more capacity than those in two parts, ,vithout any greater contrac
tion. There is, therefore, mechanical advantage in this form, though
it be more expensive to execute. Curved buckets are best of all as
shown in _ Fig. 191, and this is the great advantage of sheet iron: to
which this form can readily be given. If the section of bucket is to

•
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be composed of two segments of circles, then jt is only necessary to
find the position of the arni of a bucket, by any of the planes above
Fig. 1 S)0.

Fig. 191 .

giYcn-nt its bisection .111 ( Fig. 191 ), to erect a perpendicular, an,l
from any point O at wi11 to uescribe an arc with the radius OB, an,l
from any point K in it, to describe another arc to complete the bucket
ABD of a suitable form.

&·ample. Ir, in tl1e wheel of our exnmple to § 88, tbe jet or lnyer of \Vitter fafljng on
the ,vheel has 2½ feet fall, then a :
0, 121i5 . 10
Ii
1,265 - 0 1"
- 5, 1 , d1 l �Q- 10, ant
_ ---.>7 eet.
8,0ti4
51 l . ✓�,5
Jf no,v ,ve allow an e')ual thi<'k.nE's fnr rile exit of the air, then the least clistance of two
l.>uckets be<-omes 0,31 4 feet, or 3¾ inches.

=- - _ .

Rm,ork. To find the elbo,v angle �, in thnt construction of bucket wbi.ch is based oo
the thickness of the lnyer of ·water, let us put:
160° - CBB, - B,B�1
1 o0 - ( !'10 _ : ) - 'fl= 00°
180° - CB.11.
<Ji,

=
P, N
but sin. �=
=
1J B. n

=

�=

tf,

+ :_

, when d, is tbe least distance between two buckets, atlll

• Ba, �Ul.
2
a, the raclius of t11e dit•i.�on r'ircle. For tl1e Inst example, B
. <Ji = ---,3 I 4
O,24 8'2 I1eoce �
o,:3 1 4-0
feet, hence Btn.
-1
0
�9 S'lll .!½
l,�65
.c

+ 2°, 30' - 14° 22' = 78°, b'.

=

=�

= 0,314, a,= t.t,5
= 14 , 22 , and � = 00°
0

1

J,
0

,

§ 91. Sluices, Pentrouglts, or Penstocks.-The method of bring
ing tho water on the \Yheel is
Fig. l92.
of no small importnince. Either
the water fnlls freely out of the
lead or trough, or it is pent up
by a sluice, or pcnh·ough, or
penstock, before entering the
wheel. In the former case, the
,•elocjty of entrance depends
on the inclination of the trough
or the height of fall. In the second case, it may he rcg �lated by
ndjusting the height of head created, and, therefore, tb1.s latter
method should be preferred. Fig. 192 sho"·s a trough "· 1� hout a
regulating sluice; but there is a waBte boar d at F by which the
quantity of ·water can be regulated. If the water flo"·s along the
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trough ,vith a velocity c17 and if the fall from the end of it to the
centre of the cellw= li 1 , the velocity ---- -

-

c = ✓2 9 111 + c.' = J 2 g h, + (�)',

if Q be the quantity of water, and F the sectional area. of the water
coming on the wheel.
The penstock (Fr. vannes; Ger. Spannscltutze) is either vertical,
horizontal, or inclined. Fig. 193 shows the arrnngement of o. horiFig. 193.

Fig. 104.

zontal sluice, and Fig. 194, that of a vertical sluice. The construc
tion of inclined sluices as shown in Figs. 195 and 196. The one,
Fig. 195.

Fig. 1 90.

Fig. 195, is the arrangen1ent general in the Freiberg district, tho
sluice being raised and depressed by means of a sorew 8. In Fig.
196, a �imple lever is used for these purposes. It is a. general rule
for these penstocks, to make them as smooth as possible inside, and
to round off the edges of the orifice, so as to adapt it to the form of
the contracted vein, that the resistance may be the least possible. If
the w·ater, after passing the sluice, fall quite freely, and if we can
pluce the plane of the orifice at right angles to the jet of water, it
becomes then advisable to make the orifice as in a tliin plate, but
in that ca e, care must be taken that partial contraction tloes not
occur, for this gives rise to an ob]iquity of the jet (Vol. I. § 319).
In the discharge from penstocks, the velocity of discharge is deduced from the heiuht
7, by the formula c 1 = t ✓2 g lil' and if lt
0
be the height of fall afte1! passing the orifice, to the centre of th;
cell, then the velocity of entrance c = ✓c/+ 2 g Ii' = ✓2g (t2 h 1 + lt 2 ).
If ,re take the velocityco-efficicnt t =0,05, then c= ✓29 (0,95h 1 + IL2).
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Wo see from this, that for equal falls the Yelocity of entrance must
be very nearly equn.1, whether it flow on freely, or be discharged
from a sluice, on to the ,vhcel.
§ 92. That the ,vater may enter unimpeded into the wheel cells,
it must not come in contact with the bucket at the outer circum
ference, but nearer to the inner circumference or bottom of the cells.
Ilence, not only must the outer edge of the buckets be sharpened
off, but the layer of ,vater A O, Fig. 197,
Fi� 10;.
must be so directed that its velocity may
----be decomposed into two others, one of
which is in the direction of the velocity of
the ,vheel Avw= v, and the other in the
direction A B of the arrn or wrist of the
bucket. As we may assume the direction
of the outer element of the bucket-the
velocity at the outer circumference of the
wheel v, :i,t right angles to the radius AO
of the ,vheel-and the velocity c of the
water coming on to the wheel, to be given,
we shall have the required direction of
the water layers if we drnw through ·v o.
parallel to AB, and w
· ith c as radius,
describe an arc from A as centre, and draw from A to the inter
section of the arc with the parallel, the straight line Ac, or by calcu
lation as follows :
The angle which the velocity v of the circumference makes �·ith
the outer element of the bucket .IJB = v .IJB = ,;,, may be deduced
from the elbow angle ABEw= a, and the division angle A OBD= '3,
by the equation � = A OB + BA 0= >31 90° - t, and hence 4>= 90°
- (8 - p1)·
From g,, v and c we have the angle c A B = 4-, by which tbe direc
tion of the layer of water must deviate from that of the arm of the
bucket,
in order that the water moy enter the cells unimpededw: for
•
sin. 4, = v
�
-, and, there1ore,
.

+

81.1t. 4>

C

'
sin. 4- = v 8in. 4>
C

= v cos. (C8 - �1 ).

(See Vol. I.

s 32.)

�gain;_ the angle c AH of the direction of the water layer to the
horizon, JS "i = 4> - � + 0, 0 being as above the angle A 08, by
which the point of entrance of the A water on the wheel, devin.tes
from the summit 8.
The relative velocity Ac1 = c1 with which the water enters the
c sin.w
• (<JI - 4' ).
cells is c1 =
.
sin. q,
E.rample. Suppose a water wheel, the velocity nt the circumference of ,�hie!• 11 = 10
fret, the velocity of tbe water c= 1 5 feet, the e lbow angle = 70½0, the d1v1s10_0 angle
point of entrance of the ,voter deviates 12° from tbe sumn11t: then
f1 = 4 �o and the
0
0
cf>•=90o � (70½ - 4 ½ ) =24°, and, therefore, sin. .f. = fi ,in. 24° :-_0,2 7 1 1 6, hence

-1,,

= 150 44'.
1

Tbus, that the water may enter unin1pedeu, I.he dev1auon of the layer
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must be 15¾ 0 from dull of the nrn1 or 011tf'r f'letnenl or rhe bucket. The angli> of i11cli
12° = 20¼0, and the rclntivo veloclry is
llation to tbe horizon, or ,,e= 24° - 15¾0
r.
_ 15 !in. &0• 1 01 _
r, - ----- - 5 ,303 ,eet.

+

8i1&,

�4 °

Remark. It is 11:enerolly con:'lidere<l, in olJer ·works on this subject, that the ,vater lnyf'r
should e11ter the whErl in the duer.lwn of the arm of tht bucket, but this rule is only tnte wlien
u 0, or t - S1
OU0, and these case, n,uer occ11r. The deviation .l, is of course Yery
1,1111\II for a wllet:!I re\•Olving slowly, but never so s11111II as to nllow of our u3311ming it as 0.
\Vhen rhe water enters iu the dirt>etion of the outer element of the bucket, the bucket
srrikes nl{aiust the "'ater, nnd throws ii before it \Vith a velocity v liri. �. by wh_ich Vl..f
tiiva is lost, aud ,vater spilt.

=

=

§ 93. That the ,vn.ter may reach the ,vhcel ,vith tho direction
required, either the slaice-opening is laid close up to the point at
which the ·water is to enter the ,vhee1, and the sluice is set at right
angles to the <lirection of the
layers of ,vater, or an additional
Fi�. , o
.
trough is laid in tho required
direction of the ]ayer, or the
sluice is so placed, that the
direction of the parabolic curve,
formed by the ,vater in its free
desccnt, may be that required.
The Fig. 1�)8 sho"·s . tl1e pen
trough used 1n the Frc1bero- dis
trict, in "·hich the bottom piece
BIJ, and the lower pnrt of the
sluice-board, nrc sot obliquely to
the direction of the water layer, so thu.t each makes an angle of
about 14½ 0 "·ith the direction of the axis of it.
In order to fintl the (lircction of the
Fi!!. 1 nn.
sluice-board, ,vhen part of the ,va.ter
falls freely into the ,vhecl, '"e have to
recur to the theory of projectiles
given in "'\rol. I. § 381 &c. From th�
velocity i.l.r. = c, Fig. 199, and tho
angle of inclination RLt11I = v1 of the
required direction of tl1c layer t.o the
horizon, the vertical co-ordinate frIO
of the apex of the parabola is :
2 Bin. ,, 2
c
1 , and, on tho other
x1 = ---'2g
ha.nd, the horizontal co-ordinate :
•
2
')
.w
sin
c
.... t1 1 0
fl.AIw
.
= '!/1 =
2g
_If, now, we ,vish to place the sluice-aperture at any point P of
th�s parabolic curye, and if ,ve know the height .AI.JV·w= a, of this
point above the point of entrance A, then for the co-ordinates of
this point ON= 4; and NP = y, we ha.Ye the formulas : x = x1 a, nnd
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and for the angle of inclino.tion TPJY = si, which the parabola makes
with the horizon on this point,
TN 2 ON 2x
tang. 11 =
=
=
PN
y·
PNw
The plane PK of the sluice-board must be set at right angles to
the tangent P T; and thus we nnd the required position of the sluice
boa.rd, if "'e set off the absci sa ON in the opposite direction O T,
dra,v PT, and erect a perpendicu]ar to it PK.
If the sluice-nperture be set at the apex of the parabola, then the
sluice-board will have to be vertical.
The velocity of discharge at P is c0 = ✓c2 - 2 g a, and the corresponding theoretical pressure height li0 = � - a, or the effecti-ve
2g
heightw= 1,1 (� - a), when the orifice is nearly rounded. The

breadth of the sluice-orifice is ma.de a little less than the breadth of
the ·wheel.

=

=

2"¼-0 (set> Pxamplt> to IA"t pnrru?mph ),
1 5 ft>et, and ans:le , 1
&ample. For velocity c
the co-orcli1mtPs of the parahola's apPx 1ue x1 =0.0155e. 15' (sin. 2U¼0 y> = 0.43 lt>PI,
and y,
o,() 155 . 1 5., . nn. 40½0 2,:33 fpe-t. lf. no\i', the cenrre of the �lni<:Nlperwre
is 10 l,t> 4 irn·bes
0,333 feet uoove the poiut or entr.tnce. lut•n 11,e co-ordi111ttl'S from the
centre of tue opening:

=

=

=

= 0,4 3 - 0,33 = 0, l, y = 2,33 jU,43
O. I = I , l l feet, nncl
tang , = 0·2 = 9 , 5S', nnd hence the inclination of the sluice-board to ilie horizon is
1, 1 1
= 90 - ., = 90 - 9 , 58' = 80 , 2'.
x

°

°

°

°

°

§ 94. Effect of Impact.-In the overshot '"heel, the water acts

in some degree by impact, but chiefly by its weight. ,ve determine
the effect of the shock, by deducting from the whole effect corre
sponding to the vis viva ,vhich the water entering the wheel possesses,
the mechanical effect ret1ined by the water when it ]eaves the wheel,
and that lost by the oscfllatory and eddying motion of the water in
the cells. The velocity of the ,\'.ater leaving the wheel may be
assumed as equal to the velocity v1 of the wheel in the division circle,
and hence the mechanical effect retained
Fig. 200.
•
z
1
1n th.1s water is vmechanical
'Y·
The
Q
2,q
effect lost by the oscillation and eddyinu
motion of the water may be put equal t�
!
� Q -r, where 112 is the velocity suddenly
2g
lost by the water entering the ,yheel. If,
therefore, a, be the Yelocity Bc1 , Fig.
200, of the ,vater entering the ,vheel, the
mechanical effect still inherent in its l1is
viva is:
,,oL.

rr.-16
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But the velocity c1 may be decomposed into two others Bv1 = v 17 and
Bv2 = i12, of which v1 is exactly the velocity retained by the water as it
moves on with the wheel, and, therefore, v2 is the ve]ocity lost. If we
put the angle c1 Bv1, which the direction of the entrance velocity c1 of
the water makes with a tangent B v1 ( the direction of the velocity
of the circun1ference) =w"''wthen we have v22 = c12 + v12 - 2 c1 v1 cos.
"'' and, therefore, the mechanical eff'ect in questionw·
' + 2 c v cos.
2
2
( 2
c
c
v
1 - v1
1 1
1
1
I' Q ., =
LI =
�
2g
(c1 cos. I' - v1) vi Q -,, or as 1 == 0,031,
g
g
and 'Y == 62,5, L .. 2,008 (c1 cos.w,.,, - v1 ) v1 Q feet lbs.
It is evident that the mechanical effect of impact is so much the
greater, the greater c1 is, and the less I' ; and by comparing with
Vol. I. § 886, it follows that this effect is a maximum when v1 = ½
c1 co,.w,,.. The maximum effect corresponding to this latter ratio is !
2
c
c12 cos. ,.,,I
1
Q r; or when I' = 0, or cos. I' = 1, then L = ½ •
Q -y. As
2
g
%
2
�� is the fall due to the velocity c1 , it follows, that, in the most favor-

able case, the effect of impact is only half the available effect. Hence
the least possible part of the fall should be spent to produce impact,
as much as possible being employed as weight. Suppose, for instance,
we make c1 cos. 14 = v1, therefore, c1 = �-, we sacrifioo a height of
cos. ,,.
t
v1
, without having any mechanical effect in return, but
fall
2

2g COB. p,

if we make c1 =

2 v1

COB.

l'

,

we expend four times that fall, viz :

v 12 , and yet we have onlyw:
2g cos. ,,.2
4 v/
v/
1
Qr= 9 .
�•
2g
.... 2g Q -r,
and lose thereby the amount of fall represented by :
4
vw2
- 2) . , and even if we assume "' = O, or cos. "' = 1, the
(
2g
co,.h,,.1
2
loss of fall is 2 • !L, or double as much as when we avoid all shock,
2g
�or bring th� water on to the wheel with the velocity with which the
wheel revolves. Again, we perceive that the efficiency of the wlteel
will be greater tl,,e lea, v1 is, or the slower the wheel revolves. It is
tr�e that the capacity of the wheel, its width e, _and, �herefore, its
height, .must be greater as the velocity of revol�t1on v 1s less ; and
as the Jou!Dals of a wheel must be of greater diameter the heavier
the wheel 1s, and as the moment of friction increases as the radius
of the journal, the mechanical effect consumed by the journal friction
4.
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in the case of the wheel revolving slowly, may be greater than in
one moving more rapidlyt; and hence we perceive that it by no means
follows as a matter of course, that the slower a wheel revolves, the
greater its efficiency ,vill be.
§ 95. .Effect of t!te 1Vater's Weiglit.-The cells of a water wheel,
when filled, form an annular water space AB, Fig. 201, which is
termed the water arc, as the ,va.ter
Fig. 201.
enters at the upper part of this arc,
ancl leaves it at the lower end, its
height h is the effective fo 11, nnd, there
fore, the mechanical effect given off
by the weight of watert= h . Q "I·
1'he height of the ,va ter arc rnay be
�ubclivided into three parts. The first
part HM lies above the centre of the
"' heel, and <lcpen<ls on the angle 8C. '1
= 0, by "·hich tho point of entrance
cleviates from the vertical passing
through the summit of the wheel. If,
again, we put the radius of the 1vheel
VA = a, the height of the upper part
of the water arc MH = a cos. 0. The
second part MK lies below the centre
of the wheel, and depends upon the
point D, a� which the wheel begins to
lose water, or to s1,ill. If ,ve put the
angle .M CD by which this point lies
below the centre of the ,vheel= �, then
this second height JtlK = a sin. �. The
third part includes the arc l)B, in the course of ,vhich the wheel
empties each bucket in ttu·n. If we put Ml'B, the angle by which
the point B, at which the buckets are emptied, deviates from llf the
centre of the wheelt= "i , then the height KL = a (sin. 1.1 - sin. �).
,vhilst now in the two upper parts of the arc, the ,vater has its
entire effect, it commurucn.tes only a part of its mechanical effect to
the wheel in this third part, because here it graclua1ly quits the
,vheel, and, therefore, the total effect of the water's ,veight must be
represented by a (cos. e + sin.eA) Q "I + a (sin. ,-1 - si'n. 1..) Q1 'Y, when
Q1 is the mean quantity of water effective in the lower division of the
water arc.
If we combine with this, the effect of the impact of the water, we
have the total n1echanical effect of an oYershot "·a.ter wheel :
L = Pv = ((c, co s. - v, ) v, + a (cos. e + si11. •) ) Q
1
;

.
or, 1f we put

+ a (sin. ).1 - sin. 1.) Q1 y;
.
the height a (aos. 0 + 82'.n. ).) of the part

of water arc
taking up the entire effect of the watert= 7, 1, and the remaining
part a sin. '- 1 - sin. ,.) = It,., and the ratio Q� = x, then :
Q
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A,) Q

c ,.
L - Pv - (( , co ,. - v,) ", + Ii, + •
g
and the force at circumference of the wheel :
P = (c, co,. ;- v,) v, + Ii, + • "•) � r·

r,

Examplt. The velocity of entrance of the water on an overt1hot wheel of 30 ft>et
15 feet, the velocity 111 of the division circlen== 9f feet. The augle by
diameter is c1
which the direction of the ,,.-ater Jayer deviates frorn the direction of motion of the wheel
at the point of entrance, is �j0, and the deviatjon of this point from the summit of the
wheel is 12°. The deviation of the point where the whEtel begins to lose water fro1n
the centre of the wheel � - 58j0, and the deviation of the lowest point in the ,vatt•r
arc from the centre of the wheel, or A, == 70j 0• Lastly, the quantity of water going 011
to the wheel. Q - 5 cubic feet per second, and • a= Q, is assumed as j. Required the
Q
effect of the wheel. First. the effective itnpad fall=0,031 (15 co,. 8j0 - 9f)n. 9J =
l,60 fe-et ; and the effective v,ng/tt Jo.II is:
15 (a». 12° + -· 58J0)+ 1/ C•• 70j0 - nn. 581°) - 1 5 (1,8307 + 0,0450 =28, 1 4
28,14) . 5 . 62,5
feet, and hence the total effect of the wheel is ( 160
9256 feet
9256
1000 pounds
lbs. .- 17 horse power, and 'lhe force at the division circle is

=

+

9f

nearly.

=

=

§ 96. We ea.sily perceive from this, that for the exact determina
tion of the effect of the weight of the wa.ter on an overshot whee],
it is essential to know the two limits of the arc in which the wheel
]oses its wa.ter, and the ratio • = 1 , of the mean quantity of water

i

contained in the cells in this part of the water arc, to that originalJy
received by them. On this subject we must now endeavor to ascer
tain the necessary rules.
If there be n buckets in the wheel, and if it mak.e u revolutions
· :. ,·
nu
cells per minute to receive the
per minute, there are presented
60
quantity of water Q, and, therefore, into ea.ch cell there goes the
.
60 Q
nu ==- --·
· V = +e,
as
e
1th erto, the w1"dth of
quantity
b
h
If
Q
60
nu
the wheel, then the section of the prism of water in any cell
V 60 Q
= Fo = =
l n u e·
If now DEFG, Fig. 201, be the cell at which the water begins to
+ triangle DFG, or as
spill, then the section : F0 segment DEFD
the triangle DFG = triangle DFN- triang]e GN, then F0 =- seg
ment DEF+ triangle DFN- triangle D GN. If we put the area
of the segment D.EF == 8, and that of the triangle DFN - D, then
the triangle D GN= 8 + D - F0 ; but as the triangle D GN is also
·
equaI to DH. NG = ½ a-' tang. ,. nearly, we have approximate
ly
2
(and the more accurate]y the greater the number of buckets),
8+
tang. ,. =:d-: F0 • Thus the angle MCD - ,., correspondin g
:mi

to the point at which the wheel begins to empty itself, is determined.
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Each cell will have emptied itself when the outer element of the
bucket becomes horizontal; if, therefore, the angle CBO, which thjs
outer element, or the ,vrist of the bucket, makes ,vith the radiusw= A 1,
then �1 gives us the angle :AfCB, which fixes the point where the
cells have emptied themselves. In order, therefore, to find the effect
of the water on the rlischarging arc, let us divide the height KL = a
(sin. 7'.1 - sin. '-) into an even number of equal parts, indicate the
position of the bucket for each of these points of division, dra,v hor1zontal lines through the sections of the ,vater in the ce11s for each
of these positions, and reckon the areas Fn F2, F3 • • • F,,. of these
sections. The mean value F of these may be determined by the
Simpsonian rule, putting
F + Fn + 4 ( F1 + F.1 + • • • + Fn 1) + 2 ( Fll + F4 + . . . Fn,2)_
F= 0
3n
and from this we got the ratio of the n1e:1n quantity of water in a
cell in the discharging arc to the quantity in a cell before it begins
to empty itself:
Q1 = F = F0 + f:l + 4(F1 + F3 + . . + F 1)+ 2(P2 + F4 + • • Fn z)
x = ([ po
3 n Fo
11

Example. There are 300 c11bic feet of ,.,,ar�r per n1innte t'upplied to a wnter wheel

40 feet iu dimnett'r, making 4 rt!volutioos per ruinute. \Vhal is the etft'ct of sucl, a
,vbeel 1 If ,ve suppose llie dt>ptl1 of the 31Jrou<li11g 10 he l fi.K>t, tlien the width of the
4 · :JOO
wheeln=
= 3o '.?,4 feet. If there l,e 13G bucket� Oll tile wheel. the
,rr • 40 . l • 4
.J 1r
3o
75
o
f!Uantity of \\'Rter in each celln: V
0,55 1 5 cubic feet, nrnl, lienl·e,
4 • 1 3t.i
1;;u
144 . 0,5515
.
O fi5 U 5
tI1e sec11on : F
33,09 square inches. Br accu,eet
square ,,.

=

= ' i,4

=

=

=

- =
- 2,4 -

=-

rare mPa�urement on tbe buckets themselves, as they are represented in Fig. 202, the
Fil!{. 202.

•

=

nreR of the segment .110 TJD i:1 '24,50 square iocl1ei-, and that of the triangle ..i0FD
102
_
�quare 111,:hc>
)l, Lience lur tlte r·o1111nence1nent ofc..lischnrgen:
93 4 t
tang. 1'. 24.!>0 l02 - JO·00
52o, 22J�..I. The
2!173. an<l, lherefore1 1'.
l,
¼ . 144
7�
nngle Al ,vhich the wrist of the bucket meets the radiu� isn>.
02°, 30', andt therefore,
1
tlie hei:rht K..i_. of Lhe part of Lhe di�hurging arc retainiug \\,ater is= 4 (rin. �, -sin.n>.)
= 20 (0,8871J - 0,7020) = l.79 fePt. If \\•ilb in th i::. ht>ight "·e delineate three relati,·e
1•0-:;itious uf a l,uckt!t, we tine.I 1.Jy 1ucasurem1•111 a11<l cnkulations the section of the water

=

+

=

=

lG*

=

=
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=

,vEIGilT.

=

=

24150; F9
6,60 fl<]u1tre
14,48, and F,
11pace in the bucket for these positions : F 1
33,09, anc.l at the end it is
inches. As, now, the section at the commence1nent is }'0
O, we shall find the ratio:
F4
33 109 + 4 (24,50 + 6,60 ) + 2 . 14,48
1 5,5375
01469,
33,09
12 . 33,09
}'0
°
If, again, the water enter the wheel at 10 belo,v the sun1mit, and witb a velocity

=
a = !:._ =

r,

=

=

=

= co,.v."", so that the water acts without shock, then the whole mecba11ical effect given

off by the wheel, neglec1ing tl1e friction of the axle, is:
0,469 (iin. >.1 -tin. >.)] X 5 X 62,25
L a [co•. e
=20 (0,9848+ 0,71120+ 0,469 . 0,U85) 6600n= 1,8167n. 6:.t2S
11308 feet lus. =23, 5
Lorse power.

=

+ ,in. >.+

=

§ 97. Numbtrr of B·uckets.-As we ha.ve above indicnted, the
capacity of the wheel to hold water should be ma.de as great as pos
sible, or the buckets should retain
the water as long as possible, so that
Fig. 203.
cwteris paribus, the maximum effect
of the fall of water is obtained ,vhen
the buckets are placed so close, that
the water surface AH, Fig. 203, i n
the bucket beginning to empty itself,
is in contact ,vith the bucket .IJ1 B1 D1
next above it. If we ta.kc this con
dition a.s bnsis, we can deduce o. for
mula for determining the number of
buckets. From the angle of dis
charge �fOFe= FAH = >-,eand the
depth of the shrouding AF= cl, we
have, approximately, FH = d . tang. "'· If, now, ,,,e assume the
division circle to be at half the depth of the shrouding, ,ve may
then pute:
JJ1 H = JJ1 F = ½ FH = ½ d tang. "'·
If, again, we introduce the angle of division .EO.E1 = jl, and the
bucket angle A OE = �1, we get the angle A OE1 = �1 - >3, and,
approximately, the arc D1 F = a1 (>31 - >3). By equating the two
values of D1F we have a1 (i31 - >3) = ½ d tang. ,., and, therefore,
d
>3 = /31 - ½ - tang . �.

�

Ql

If the thickness of the buckets a = O, then of course the number
of buckets would be
2n
360° 2n -n=
=
=
--d,,-- Po
µ
;
2 - tang. ,.
/31 - i
a.
but as the space occupied by the buckets is something considerable,
we must take it into calculation, and thus make the division angle

greater by an amount corresponding to an arc !.., or we must take :
n=

2n
.
--------s
a1

d
2 a1

P1 + - - - tang. ,.

al

1 7
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If we introduce tang. ,. = S

+ D-F

0,

l-- d2

get :

and F0 =

60
Q, then ,ve
nue

+

Q
s ----=-8 D
2 ,c = n 1,31 + - 60
-+
),
a
a1 d
(
ni u a1 d e
1
and, therefore, the required number of bucketst:
Q
2 ,c tt a1_ d e_ -_
1l = �--- ---::.
_ 60____
•
[/31 a1 d 8 d - ( S D)] u e
4 60
Q , then we have more simp]y:
If we put d e = ·
2 1' U a1
" a1 d
- s� . ----:c----,--------=,.....
t'
n8 d - (8
D)
1 a1 d
and if we take D = ½ /31 a1 d, then :
"' a1 d
s •
n- fl
;31 al d
8 dIt is also easy to perceive thnt the angle of discharge ,. is still
more increased, ,vhen (as is represented
Fi2. '204.
in Fig. 204) the bucket immediately
following that which is about to dis
charge, comes in contact with the sur
face of the water .llH1 , in that bucket,
with a flat s-urface instead of a corner;
or, when the wrist of the bucket is not
set in a radial direction, but in such a.
position, that, shortly before discharge
commences, it is horizontal. In this
case, the segment or triangle S = A 1
B1 Di, is increased by a triangle B1 D1

+

+

+

>3

+

½

H, and hence tang. ,. =

+

s·

S
+ D - F0,
--i

½d
and, therefore, also the anp;le of discharge ). becomes greater.
Iron buckets are always rounded at the corner B.
•

&ample. Wl.mt nmnber of buckets �boulrl be put i n an overshot wheel of 40 feet

=

=

=

4° or /,\
0.06fl!H. S 24,!5 S')Uttre inches
c.liameter, and l loot in wiclth, gi \·ing 8 10
1 inchn= U,0833 feet.
0,17014 s')unre foet, and 1be thickness of tl1e buckets ,
According to our formula:
"' • 19,5
9,25
11
:i
_
'2
,r _ 155,
0,
1
4
I"
!
U,011981
•
19,5
0,0S33
I7U
0,5939
.
which, for the sake of f1tcili1y of divi!.ion, we may tnke l!>-2.
Remnrk. The construction of bucket shown in Fig. 204, has another advantage, viz. :
that for i_t n less ,vid1h of whed i:1 necess.-uy, as it i i1npo!!.,lihle to 1nnke the wheel space
four limes the capaci1y of 1he \Vl\ter �rac:e (see Vol. ILn§ 92). Jf we hPre introduce
S= ¼ a, B da i <fl tang.t>., nntl as S= ½ cf' tting. >. F0 - D, antl D = ¼ a, 8, d, we
· : ta11g. >. i a, 8 d - F
obta1n
and hence:

=

=

=

+

+

+

=

2 ,r

=

°,
i
d1
60
) , or 2
= n (s, + a-a, - S + 1 . --�
n u a, de
1

Q

If w e neglect the lhickness of the buckets, then e = !

,r

= na,-, + ! •

. 2 "60"Qu, d

00 Q
ua, d e·
or a much less wiJth

of wbeel than was assumed at § 92. We see from this thnr ,�•e i,hould approximate as
nearly n1:1 po::i!:lible to the litnit:i of bucket consU'Uction, of �·bich we ua,·e now �n
treating.
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§ 98. Effect o.f Centrifugal Force.-For equal velocity of the cir
cumference, small ,vheels make a greater number of revolutions than
lnrge ; but the uniform motion of the ma.chine, or the nature of the
work to be none, as sawing, hammering, grinding, &c. &c., require
a ce1·tain velocity of the "'heel. Ilence small ,vheels frequently
make a great number of revolutions per minute. But nt such high
velocities, the cen trifugaljo1'ce of the "rater comes into play to such
a <legrce that the inclination of the surface of the water in the
buckets to the horizon is considerable, a.nd,
therefore, tJ1e discharge commences much
Fig. 20!l.
en,rlier than would be the cnse if the "· heel
"'ere moving slowly. '\Ve 11a,,·e found (Vol. I.
§ 274) thnt the sul'faccs of the ,vater in the
buckets are a. series of cyliuclrical hollows
tLe common axis of ,vbioh O, l?ig. 205, run;
parallel to the o.xis of the ·wheel, and lies at a,
30 2 = 2850
height : COe= k = ,q2 = U . ( )
w
nu
1tl
above the axis C of the ,rbecl. Tl1is distance
increases, therefore, in1. erRely us the squ,are
o.f the n umber of 1·et olutions, and becomes
smnll for a grent nu1nber of revolutions
Hence ,ve at. once pc-rccivc tfint the \\',tter-sur�
face is horizoutul only nt the summit und at
the botton1 of the ,vhecl,
,
_w � nd that at a.. given
poin t ).( aho,•e the centre of the wheel the clev1at1on fro1n horizon tu.I
•
1s a 1nax1mum.
The deviation FLIJ W = .ll OC = x for any point A, at a distance
_l 0.1l/ = ,. fron1 the centre of the "' heel, is :
A H = a cos. ,.
tan g. .i =
. ,.•
,r
OH
,. + a s,n.
For a point A 1 aboYe JJI, ,. is negativ<', and hencee:
a cos.w,. . If ,ve ln.y off a tan ent OA,fro1n 0, ,vc have
tang. z =
.
g
k - a 8l1L. ,.
in tl1e point of contact A1, that point at which the dc\'iation from
horizontality is greatest, or ,vhere x is a maximum, a11c.l = �, sin. %
1

1

being, however,

= ;.

.
.
.
•
E.xamplt 1. For a ,vlieel1 mnk1ng 5 revol1111ons per minute. k

=
=

,[10
. = I l .J feet, tlJe
= 2�.,

rntlius a beingo= 1 ti feet, and the 11i!'chargmg nngle >. 50°. Thc-11 :
I H ro11. 511°
I 0.285 therefore. X .J 0 39, i.o thnt tI1e surlace
r. of the
ta11g. x
1
1
1 1 .J
I ti .�,,. 50
I J(i,iliG
"'ater tlevinte:. in this case 4f degrees from the ltonzontnl.
,H;!ln
· a
LM-11/1
v_,,. lt <-.
'" For n wI1eell makin
If.1 tuerefor
'"·
--= 71 12"
eI
c, 20 revol11uo11f!I k
4lJO
5 , I.Jenee
0°, then ta,ig. X
a = 5, >.
35°, 3'. At nn angle of 44°, 34' ubo,•e
X
7,11(>
the centre of tue \VheeJ, 1l1e cleviation i:S ne mucl1 ns 44°, 34'.

___ ,
= ---,-----+
=

=

=

=
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§ 99. If, now, we take into consideration the effect of centri
fugal force, as is obviously necessary in
the case of wheels revolving rapidly, the
formula we above found for the arc of
discharge must be replaced by others.
Let A0 (Fig. 206) be the point at which
discharge commences, MC.IJ0 = -"o.JJ0 G
= >- the angle of discharge, H0.JJ0 W0
= .IJ0 OC = x the depression of the wa
ter's surface below the horizon, or the
angle G.IJ0 W0 = ,. + x, and the A .IJ0 G JV;,
= ½ d . d tang. (,. + x) = ½ d2 tang.
('- + x) . If we now put the contents
of the segment .llBD0 = 8, that of the
t:. .IJGD = D0, and the section of the
body of watere= F, then F0 + ½ d2 tang.
(,. + x) = 8 + D, are, thereforee:
) S' + D - F0
(
1 . tang. ,. + :t =
.
1 z
2

d

.
B t sin. .fl O C = C.11 i. e.,
u s-in. 0.11..C
CO'
,

x
a
-------sin,.
=
,--,,
sit1,. [90° - (,. + x)]
k
and hence follows :
.
a cos.-::-z) •
2. sin. z = - (,. + -

•

k
When by the first formula, the value
of ,. + x, and by the second, the value
of x the depression, have been found,
we obtain by subtraction of the two
anglese,. = (,. + z) - %•
At the end ./11 of the angle of dis
charge, the outer end of the bucket co
incides with the water's surface .111 W1,
and, therefore, C.IJ..1 � = ,.1 + x at this
point = the known angle � depending
on the form of bucket. Hence
cos. i
si·n . %1 = a
- and ,.1 = 6 - %l, th at
-k

Fig. 207.

is, the angle by which the end of the
arc of discharge deviates from the centre
of the wheel.
If the height JI,,H. = li = a (sin. ,.
- sin. ,.), Fig. 207, of th� aro of dis�
charge, be divided into 4 or 6 equal
parts, and the filling of the bucket for
corresponding positions be determined, we cu.n 3gain find the ratio

•

•
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= Q1 = F of the mean contents of the buckets during the dis-

Fo
Q
charge, to the contents before discharge commence�, and so cal
culate the mechanical effect of the water in the arc of discharge.
For this the above formula must be used inversely. In this cn.se � is
given, hence :
a co,. "' , and == S + D - ½ d2 tang. (1 + z).
tang.h% ==
F
.
k + a sinh,..
If the water does not fill the entire segment, or if F < 8, or ½ d2
tang. (l + .t) > D, then we must put :
F- segment .IJBD- � .IJDK,
and in the case of straight bucketsh:
n. (l + z - �,) ,in. �
si
2
---'--------'--,----J
d
S
•
1
F
,
I l
sin. (l + %)
in which d. is the diagonal AD and �1 is the angle DA C included
between this and the radius CA.

&ample. A small wooden water wheel (Fig. 207), 12 feet high, 1 foot depth of
shroudintr, and 4 feet wicle, receives l080 cubic feet of water, when making 1 7 revolutious
per minute; rt.!qnired the n1ecbanical effect produced uy it. Here, a = ti, d = l, e = 4,
1080
a, = 5,5, Q = -- = 18, u= 1 7 ; allow1ug 24 buckets,
60
°
45
1080
0
360
So = -- = 1 5 , and F0 = ___
= 0,6 62 square feet. If, again, D =0,6 52,
24
6�
24 . 17 . 4
73
0 1162
0 652
and S=n0,373,nthen tang. (>-+x)=O
= U,363 x 2 = 0,726,
O.:l
,n - •
½
2 851)
therefott, A + X - 35°, 59'. But CO= k = __ = 9,86 feet, and hence
1 ,�
°
.
6 roa. 35 59'
6°, 29'. Thus the dis- 0,492-4, hence � = 29°, 30', and
X
fflL
9_86'
charge commences in this case at only 6½0 below the centre of the wheel. To find the
point at which the di9Charge is complete, we have i n the preeent CRse (in which water
hangs in the bucket, although the water's surface touches the outer extremity of the

=-

+

==

it.. =

bucket), to put in the formula ,in. Xi

= a rok, a-, instead of a, the radius of the division

circle a,== 5, 5, and instead of J, the angle formed by the outer element of the bucket and
0
.
5,5 ro,. 79 , 14'
.
,ore,
790, 1 4•'. Hence : ,in.
the nu.
I.1us, and wb'1ch 111 nere
= ------- , there"'
•
9,86
°
>. -= 5°, 59', and the second angle of discharge ).1
73°, 1 5'.
79 , 14' - 5°, :',9'
5,5 rin. 73°, 15'
Hence, the height of the arc of discharp:e. � = a, lira. >.1 -,, a rin. >.
- 6,0 M. 6°, 29'mz 5,2666 - 0,6775 = 4,58V feet. Dividing this height into 4 eqnal
parts, we determine by delineation, by mensurement., and calculation, the corresponding
three intermecliate valu�s of F. The results arrive1l at are F,
0,501, F, = 0,409,
and F1 0,195, and, therefore, the re']nired ratio of the sectionsn:
F =: 0,662 4 (�,!iO l 0. I 95) 2 . 0,409 0 537
1
1
J,'O
I � . U,6t.i2
and the n1echa11ical effect produced by rhe wRter during the deiroent of the arc of dis
ch�rge : L,
h, Q,, -= 0,537 . 4,589 . 18 . 6 :2,:; = 2 i,55 feet lbs. If the water fell
�1th • v�looity of 20 feet, 20 degrees und"r the su1nmit of the wheel, in such a <lirec
uon that it deviated 25° from the tangent at the point of entrance, then the remaining
e6ect of thP. water's pressuren:
Ls-=(�,5 tW. 20°
6 •· 6°, 2 9') 1 8 . 62,5 = 5,854 . 1120 ms6 556 feet lbs.
and the effect of impact, the velocity in the division circle v, being 1 1 ·n� · 1 7
9,791
6
ff>et is 13 = 0,031 (20 co..2 :>0 - 9,791) 9,7 9 1 . 1 8 . 62,5 =2,611 X 1120=297-t feet
l b.; , and hence the whole mechanical effect pro<lnceif is :
I:l3O[) ff't: t lbs.
L =L,
11

x,

=

== •-==

+

+

+

=

=

=

==

-=• .

+

==

+ Ls+

=

•
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,

§ 100. Friction of the Gud_qeons.-No inconsiderable portion of
the mechanical effect of overshot wheels is lost in the mechanical
effect absorbed by friction on the gudgeons. Let the weight of the
water wheel, together with the water in the buckets,w= G, the radius
of the gudgeon = r, then the friction is = f G, and the velocity at
the periphery of the axis :::s v = " � r , and hence the mechanical
3
effect consumed by the friction of the gudgeons =- f G v = " � r f G
3
= 0,1047 • 11,f G r. For well turned gudgeons on good bearings
f = 0,075, when oil or tallow is well suppJied, or f = 0,054, when a
constant supply of best oil is kept up. In ordinary circumstances
of the application of a black lead unguent, f =- 0,11. The weight G
of the wheel must be determined by admeasurement for each case.
For wheels of 18 to 20 feet in height, the weight has been found to
be from 800 to 1000 times the number of effective horse power in
pounds. The wooden wheels of Freiberg, 35 feet in height, weigh,
when saturated with water, nearly 44000 lbs. Being 20 horse power,
this makes upwards of 2000 lbs. per horse power for the weight of
the wheel.
The effective power L of a wheel increases as the weight of the
wheel increases, as the proportion of the bucket filled f = Q
dev
increases, and as the number of revolutions u increases, so that, inversely, G = ' L , in which , is a co-efficient to be ascertained from
,u
. experience. According to Rettenbacher, a small iron wheel, the
buckets of which are filled ¼, the horse power being 6,3, , = 3432 lbs.
For the Freiberg wooden wheels of 20 horse power, , = 2750
lbs., so that, for a first approximation, we may use the formula:

L pounds.
G = 3000 -

, ,u,
The strength of the gudgeons depends on the weight of the wheel
G, and thus the weight has a twofold influence on the friction (Vol. .
II. § 87). We have given the formula :
2 r = 0,048 ✓ G inchesw= 0,00045 ✓ G feet, for the strength of
gudgeons, and, therefore, we may here put Gr = 0,00142 ✓ G3,
and hence the mechanical effect consumed by the friction at the
gudgeons
= 0,1047 ufh. 0,00142 ✓ � = 0,00015 uf ✓ G3

Exampk. What amount of mechanical effect is consumed by the friction of a wheel
of 25000 lbs. weight, with gudgeons of 6 inches diameter, the wheel 1naking 6 revolu
tions per minute. Assuming / 0,08, then/ G 0,08 X 25000 2000 lbs., and the
statical moment of this =JG r ¼ • 2000
500 feet 11,s., and the mechanical etfect
=0,1047n. 6 ./G r = 3 1 4 feet lbs.
Rmaark. The gudgeon friction of a water wheel may be increased or diminished
according to the manner in which the mechanism for transmitting ita power is applied
to it. If, as in Fig. 20�, the power P and the resistance Q act on the eame side of the
wheel, then the friction on the gudgeon. ia diminished by an amount equal to the resist•

=
=

=

=

=
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nnce Q, ro tlmt lhe frictinn is less; but if the po,ver and rel!istance work on opposite siiles
(ns in Fig. 200), then the pr8$�ure on the guc.lgeons i11 increased by an atnou11t equal to
Fig. 208.

Fi:.r. 200.

the resisrance Q. and, therefore, the friction is as much greater as in the otbe.r cnse it was
Jess. If in the former case the leverage CB of the re�istonce l,e 1nocle- equal to tho
leverage of the po,ver C..i, so that the transmission i� effected hy a toothed wheel on the
periphery oftbe warer ·wheel, ns sl,nwn in ft�i�. 1 7 1 , then the effect of the power on the
gudgf"on is counterbalanced by the re�istancc (not if tbe pinion wheel be in tbo position
shown in the Jiagmm, bnt when tliis is placed bthno IM cntlrt of the ,vheel).

§ 101. Total Effect.-The total effect of an overshot water wheel
may be put :
.
L = ((ci cos ;- v1 ) t'1 + li t + x hs) Q y - f : Gv,

or when the water enters in a direction nearly tangential, and with
a velocity equal to that of the wheel :
L = (li1 + � h2) Q r -f r Gv.
a
Hence for a given weight of wheel, the total effect, ns well ns tho
mere water power effect, is a maximum when 11 = 0, or when the
wheel revolves with the least possible velocity. �rhis condition does
not hold good in practice : for the dimensions and "'eight of water
wheels depend on the power they give, and on their velocity, and
are so much the greater, the greater the effect or po,ver, and tho
less the velocity of the wheel.
§ 102. Useful Effect of Wlieel.-Smeaton, Nord,,·a.11, Morin, and
others, have experimented on the efficiency of overshot "·a ter wheels ;
but there is still room for further experimental inquiry, especially
as to the efficiency of ,veil-constructed Jarge ,vhecls; beenuse the
effect of these is not accurately known, and, as the autl1or has had
occasion to verify, their efficiency is genera]ly under estimated.
S meaton made experiments with a model wheel of 75 inches cir
c�mference having 36 buckets, and found for 20 revolutions per
!u1n�te a. maxi1num of useful effect of 0, 74. D'Aubuisson mentions,
= 32 feet
1� his work on hydraulics, that for a wheel of 11¼ metresw
.
diameter, with a velocity of 8¼ feet per second, the efficiency wn.s
found to be O, 76. ,veisbach has tested the stamp-n1ill wheels at
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Freiberg, generally 7 metres or 22' - 9'' high, and 3 feet wide,
having 48 buckets, and making 12 revolutions per minute, and
found an efficiency of 0, 78. The pumping and winding wheels of
35 feet diameter, making 5 revolutions per minute, give an efficiency
of 0, 80, and often higher. It is also quite ascertained that well
constructed wheels of greater diameter than the above, give 0, 83
efficiency, the losses being 3 per cent. for shock at entrance, 9 per
cent. by too early discharge, and 5 per cent. for gudgeon friction.
Small wheels always give a leas efficiency than larger, not only
because they make a greater number of revolutions, but because
they have a smaller water arc. The most complete experimental
inquiry on water wheels is that of M. Morin, " .Experience, aur lea
Roue, hydraulique, a aul>e, plane,, et ,ur le, Roue, hydrauliques
a auget,, Metz, 1836."* Of these experiments we can here only
allude to those made on three small-sized wheels. The first of these
was a wooden wheel 3,425 metresw= 10,6 feet diameter, with 30
buckets, and giving for a velocity of the circumference of 5 feet per
second, an efficiency of 0,65, and the co-efficient ., = 0;775. The
second wheel was only 2,28 metres in diameter (7,47 feet)-of wood,
with 24 curved plate buckets. With a velocity of 5 feet per second,
the efficiency of this wheel wasw= 0,69, and the co-efficient of velo
city or of fall = • = O, 762. The third was a wooden wheel for. a
tilt-hammer, 4 metres diameter (13 feet), with 20 buckets, and 1
metre of impact fall to the summit of the wheel. The velocity being
5 feet per second, the efficiency was 0,55 to 0,60, and the velocity
being 11½ feet per second, its efficiency was not more than 0,40,
which was further reduced to 0,25, when the velocity rose to 4 metres
or 1 3 feet per second, for then the centrifugal force was such that
the water could not properly enter the buckets.
Morin deduces from his experiments that for wheels of less than
6' - 6" diameter, having a maximum velocity· of 6 feet per second
at the periphery, and for wheels of more than 6' - 6" diameter,
having a maximum velocity of 8 feet per second, the co-efficientw.,
of the pressure fall averages 0, 78 , and, therefore, the useful effect
of these overshot wheels, exclusive of friction on the gudgeons, is :
..
v
.w
P = (c (cos. � - v) v + 0,7 8 h) Q r,
.

g

. .

h being the height of the point of entrance above the foot of the
wh�el, or 0, !8 h represents the mean height of the arc holding water:
Thi� co-efficient ., = O, 7 8 is, however, only to be used when the co
efficient , representing the extent of filling of the buckets is under i ;
i t must be made 1,65 when , amounts to nearly i• In the c�e. of
wheels of great diameter •· is certainly higher. For the Freiberg
wheels, for example, it is 0,9. Morin further deduces, that when
wh�els have a greater velocity of revolution than 6' - 6" pe_r second,
or if the buckets be more than i filled, a. definite co-efficient ., for

[• The author was apparently unacquainted with the experiments made by a com•
miuee of the Franklin lnstitute.-Ax. Eo.]
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the water-arc cannot be given, because, then, small variations or
deviations in v and , have considerable influence on the amount of
the useful effect. It must, however, be remarked, that it is not the
velocity, but the number of revolutions u (Vol. II. § 98), which de
termines this limit: for high wheels with 6' - 6" velocity at circum
ference, give a great and tolerably well-ascertained useful etfect.
. [American Experimenu.-The most important of the deductions
from the experiments on water wheels, made in 1829-30, by the
Committee of the Franklin Institute, using a.wheel 20 feet in diame
ter, and with a head and fall varying from 20f to 23 feet, may be
stated as follows :1. " In running a large overshot wheel to tl,,e heat advantage, 84
per cent. of the power ma!J he calculated upon for the effect.''
2. "The velocity of the overshot wheel heara Jl constant ratio for
maximum effecta to that of the water entering the buckets, this ratio
being at a mean about ,55 or T91 ths."*
3. " Without diminishing the ratio of effect to power more than
2 per cent., we may so arrange a high overshot wheel as to increase
the velocity of its periphery from 4½ to 61th, and probably even to
71 feet per second.''t
As the quantity of work done by a given wheel, when the ratio of
effect to power is the same, must evidently depend on the velocity
of the wheel, it must be advantageous to run the wheel with the
highest velocity within which that ratio can be kept constant, or nearly
so, that is, from 6 to 7 feet per second.
The ratio of effect to power with "centre buckets" was found to
be . 78 of that with "e1bow buckets," owing to the water sooner
leaving the former than the latter.
When air-vents are used they involve a loss of effect with centre
buckets, but scarcely vary the action of elbow buckets.!
. 4. With a wheel 15 feet in diameter "84 per cent. of the power
expended may, as before, be relied on for the effect," but when the
heads bore to the falls, or heights of wheel, a proportion as great as
1 to 5 or 1 to 4, the ratio of effect to power was reduced as low as
,80 and even ,75.
An overshot wheel of 10 feet in diameter gave with heads of
water above the gate varying from ,25 to 3, 75 feet, a ratio decreas
ing from ,82 to ,67 of the power.; and with a wheel 6 feet in diame
ter, the ratios, under like variations of the head of water above the
gate, varied from ,83 to ,64. The same general law of a decrease
of ratio of effect to power, according as the proportion of head to the
_- (Mr. Elwood Morris {att Journal Franklin Institute Vol. IV., 3d series, p. 2'22 ) ascer

tained, by direct experiment on three excellent overshot flouring.mill wheels, \\·ith all
the m�ern improvements, that, calculating by the whole head and fall, while they ran
Rt t�eir usual pace, and with everything in order, they re')uired "788 cubic /ttt
of water
ing
fall � foot per minute, to grind and dreu o,u bwliel of wheat in an hour.'' This is ai,
t-xpend1ture of power= 49,250 feet lbs. per n1inute
J ½ ttlorse power.-A M. En J
t Journ. Frank. ln!'t., 3d series, Vol. f., pp. 149 and 154.
+ )bid., p.221.
§ Ibide, p. 223.
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total head and fall increases, may be traced in the action of differ
ent wheels.
Thus the wheel having a diameter of
15 feet, and mean proportion of head to head and fall = ,063
gave ratio of effect to power = ,841
20 feet, and mean proportion of head to head and fall = ,067
gave ratio of effect to powerw= ,838
6 feet, and mean proportion of head to head and fall = ,072
gave ratio of effect to powerw= ,801
10 feet, and mean proportion of head to head and fall = ,079
gave ratio of effect to power = , 795.
A still further increase of proportion until the head was 45 per
cent. of the head and fall gave, in the case of the 6 feet wheel, a.
ratio of effect to power only ,604. Indeed, it is easy to understand
that all that head of water above the bottom of the bucket which
· as
exceeds what is necessary to give the water the same velocityw
that of the wheel, can act only by creating impact, and, therefore,
must be considered so much of a head destined to produce, not pres
sure, but percussion, and the co-efficient of effect of any water de.:
livered under such increased head, must be undershot co-efficient,
experiment proved to be ,285.J
\' which
§ 1�3. High-Breast Wheel.-The overshot wheel frequently re
ceives the water lower than the point we have above indicated, at a
point somewhat nearer the centre of the wheel. These are called
by the French roue, par derriere, by the Germans ruckemchlagige
Radar. The lead or water-course, or the pentrough, passes above
-the wheel in the case we have discussed. For high-breast wheels
the pentrough is below the summit of the wheel, or the diameter of
the wheel is greater than the total water-fall. In the overshot
wheel, the wheel revolves in the direction in which the water is led
on to it. In the high-breast wheel, it revolves in the opposite direc
tion. High-breast wheels are erected more especially when the
level of the water in the tail-race and pentrough are much subject
to variation; because the wheel revolves in the direction in which
the water flows from the wheel, and, therefore, backwater is less
disadvantageous, and because penstocks or sluices can be applied
that admit of an adjustable point of entrance of the water on the
wheel, or of maintaining a given height between the water in the
pentrough and in the tail-race; and even for different conditions of
the water-course, the same velocity of discharge and of entrance of
the water can be maintained. Penstocks, or sluices for these whee!s
are represented in Figs. 210 and 211, in which the shuttle .llB 1s
made t� slide or fold as an apron, to open more or fewer ap�rtures
as required. In Fig. 210 .llB is ma.de concentric with the c1rcum
ferenc� of the wheel, in order that the aperture ./1 may dire�t the
water �nto the wheel_ for all positions of the apron. The motion of
the sluice or apron 1s effected by the pinion and rack .IJD and C.
_InwFi
. �. 21�, the �ater flows over the top .fl of the slu�ce-board,
which 1s adJusted 1n a manner similar to that above described. In
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order, however, that tho water mny come on to the wheel in a pro
per direction, a set of stationary gu,ide-buckets EF, is laid bet,Yeen
Fig. 211.

Fig. 2 10.

the ·wheel nncl the s1uice-bonrd, and this latter slides over them.
The guide-buckets must have a certain position, that the water may
not strike on the outer end of the
"·heel-buckets. If .IJc1, Fig. 212
Fig. 212.
bo the direction of the outer e\emcnt
of the wheel-bucket, and if .llv re
present in magnitude n.ntl diredtion
the velocity of this element ./J. then
exactly us in Vol. II. § 92, tbc r;_
quired direction .11.c of the ,vater
entering the "heel is obtained b v
drawing vc paralJel to �11.c and
making .Re equal to c, the v�locity
of the water entering, as deduced
from the height of the water's sur
face above Jl. If h be the depth
of .11. below the surface of the pcntrough, then c = 0,82 ✓ 2 glL at
least, as in the discharge throuah
short additional tubes (Vol. I. § 323), and when the guide-buck:ts
are ronncled off on the upper side, then c = 0,90 ':2 pli. If the
guide-curves be made straight, then they o.re to be laid 1n tl1e direc
tion C.IJD, but if curved buckets ./IE are adopted, which has the
advantage of gradually changing the direction of the water's flow,
tl!en they are made tangents to .fl D at .fl, by raising ./J. 0 perpen
d1cu]ar to ./JD, and describing an arc ./J. E from O as a centre.
As for different depths, the pressure (li) is different, nnd the velo
city <lue (c) is also different, the construction must be gone through
sepnrntely for each guide-bucket. The velocity of entrance is usually
9 to 10 feet, and the velocity of the ,vhecl is i c to i c at the most.
The construction is to be gone through for the mean level of the
•
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water in the trough, that the deviation in cases of high and low
water may not be excessive.
From this kind of sluice the air escapes less readily than in
others, and, therefore, the sluice is made narrower than the wheel,
or the wheel-buckets a.re specially ventilated, that is, the floor of the
wheel is perforated ,vith air-holes. It is not advisable to make the
buckets too close, but rather to keep the water in the wheel by an
apron, than by making the angle of discharge too great, for in this
latter case the guide-buckets extend over too large an arc of the
wheel, or become long and contracted, and so occasion loss of fall.
As to the efficiency of high-breast wheels, it is at least equal to
that of the ordinary overshot. From the advantageous manner in
which the ,vuter is laid on to them, it is not unfrequently greater
than in overshot ,vheels having the same genera.I proportions. For
a wheel 30 feet high, having 96 buckets, the entrance of the water
being at a point 50° from the summit, the velocity at circumference
being 5 feet per second, and that of the water's entrance 8 feet,
l\Iorin found the efficiency 11 = 0,69, and the l1eight of the arc
holding ,vater = 0,78 . h. *
§ 104. Breast Wlieels.-These wheels are either ordinary bucket
wheels, or they are wheels with paddles or floats confined by a stone
curb or wooden mantle (Vol. II. § 83). As by a too early discharge
of the water from the buckets, the greatest loss of fall or of mechani
cal effect takes place in the lower half
Fi,:. 2 1 3.
of the wheel, it is evident, that creteres
parious, breast wheels must have a
smaller efficiency than overshot or high
breast wheels. Upon these grounds the
fall must be carefully preserved for
breast wheels, or the water kept on the
wheel to the lowest possible point.
Hence the angle of discharge for then·
buckets is made great, or the water is
even introduced from the inside of the
wheel, as shown in Fig. 213, or, as is
the better plan, the wheel is enveloped
by a mantle or curb, and the buckets
or paddles are set more or less radially.
The curb must not be at more than from ½ an inch to an inch from
• [With a high brea�t wheel 20 feet in iliameter, water let on l7 feet abol.'e the bottorn
of the wbeel, under a head of 9 inches, the Commiuee of the Franklio Institute Jound
that elbow buckets g�ve a ratio of effect to power of ,7 3 1 at a n1aximum, an<l centre
_
buckets ,653. Admttung the water on at a height of 1 3 feet 8 inches, tbe eJbo,v bucketS
gave ,658 and the centre buckets ,628. At 10,96 feet above the bottom of tlle ·wheel, the
water prod uced on elbow buckets with a head of 4,29 feet, a ratio of ,544. and centre
buckets ,329, with the gate 7 feet above the bouom of the wheel and a head of 2 feet
,,
of water, thisn« low-breast wheel gave o. ratio of 62 for elbow buckets and 1531 for centre
buckets. At a height of 3 feet 8 i aches above th� bono,n of the \\'heel, anJ one foot head
above die bottom of the gate, elbov.· buckets gave ,555, centre buckets ,533.-AM. En.]

17 *
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the wheel, that as little water as possible may escape through the
intermediate space. As the buckets or floats of wheels inclosed by
a. curb are not intended for holding water, they may be placed
radially, but, in order that they may not throw up water from the
tail-race, it is advisable to give the outer element of the float or
bucket such a position that it may leave the water vertically. As
to the number of floats, it is advantageous to have them numerous,
not only because by this means the loss of water by the play left
between the wheel and the mantle or curb is smaller, but, also,
because, by putting them close together, the impact-fall is rendered
two
less, and the pressure-fall increased. The distance between
.
floats is generally ma.de equal to the depth of the shrouding d, or it
is taken at from 10 to 15 inches, or one of the rules above given
(Vol. II. § 88) may be applied for fixing the number of buckets.
It is, however, essential that breast wheels be well ventilated so
that the air can escape outwards, because in them the streaU: of
water laid on is nearly as deep as the whole distance between two
buckets. Air-holes or slits must, therefore, be left in the floor to
prevent the air from interfering with the water's entrance. This is
so much the more necessary in these wheels, as they _ are usually
arranged to be filled to ½ at least, even i of their capacity
Breast wheels are generally adopted for falls varying from 5 to 15
feet, and for supplies of from 5 • 80 cubic feet per second.
Remark. Theoretical and experimental researches on the subject of breast end nndPr

been ma<le in Sweeten and
shot wheels, with the water Jai<l on from the ine
_side, have
are given in detail in a work entitled "Hydraul,,ka FiJr,iJk, etc., of Lagerbjelm, or' For
selS.a.och Kallstt>nius, Andra Delen, Stoel.ho)�• 1822." Egt'n describes a wheel of this
kind in hise•• Uflltrftldlungna Uher dm Effect nniger Wautrwtrkt, &c , Berlin, 1831. " The
effi(:ienc.iy of the wheel was not more than 59 per cent., although the fRI I was J 3,42 feet
A wheel on the Mme model wns erected in France, but only ti' - 6" in diameter. M.
)fRllet experimented on this wheel (see " Bulletin de la Societe d'Encouragement, No:
_
282)t and found its efficiency 60 per cent. It would Rppear, therefore, as Egen justly
observes, that tbe11e wheels are _seldom to be a�t�pted. They can have only a limited
width, and cannot be so substantial as those rece1v1ng the water on the outside.

§ 105. Overfall Sluices.-The mode of laying on the water to
breast wheels is very various. The overfall sluice, the guide-bucket
sluice, and the ordinary penstock are in use. The water is seldom
allowed to go on quite undirected. In the overfall sluices, shown in
Figs. 214 and 215, the water flo,vs over the saddle-beam, or lip A
of the sluice ; but that it may flow in the required direction, the lip
is rounded, or a rounded guide-bucket AB, Fig. 215, is appended
to it. This guide-bucket AB, Fig. 216, is curved in the form of the
parabola, in which the elements of water lying deepest move ; for if
it were more curved, the water-layer would not lie to it, and if it
were less curved, the width of the guide, and, therefore, the friction
would be unnecessarily increased, and the water would reach th;
whe�l less in the direction of a tangent. According to the theory
of _discharge over weirs (Vol. I. § 317), if e1 be the breadth of the
weir, h 1 the height above the sill or lip HA., Fig. 216, and I' the coefficient of discharge, then Q = i ·" e1 h 1 ✓2gh1 ; but if the quantity
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Fig. 214.

•

laid on Q, and breadth of the aperture e1 (,vhich is only 3 or 4
Fig. 2 1 6.

Fig. 2J 5.

inches less than the width of the wheel e) be given, then the head
for the discharge :
� Q-)' = ,3093 ( Q
lil = (
.

I' e1 ✓2g

)i·
I' e1

. deterAgam, the velocity c of the water entering the wheel at B 1s
mined by its proportion :c = c to the velocity of the wheel, and, •
V
hence, the fall necessary for communicating this velocity :
2
2
x
c
(
v)
HM = h2 = - = ----- ' or'
2g
2g
2
(
on account of absorption of fall by discharge, 7,, = 1,1 . •2; : • is
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generally made == 2, and, therefore, 1,,2 = 4,4 v2 .

20

From h1 and J,,2

we deduce the height AM of the lip of the guide-curve, k - h2 - h 1 ,
and if the total fall HDw= 1,,, there remains for the head available
a.s weight on the wheel MDw= EF == liJ =- h - A1• Again, we have
from the theory of projectiles, the angle of inclination PBM of the
guide-curve's end to the horizon determined by the formula
2
la1
a.2
h �
.
c
sin.
k=
, t ere,ore, sin. a =,
h,
h,
20
and the length or projection MB of the guide-curve is :
c2 ftn. 2 G - ",
z. . • 2
MB =- l =- ___w
,,n. o.
_

"
h,
J J

2g

Lastly if the very desirable condition of bringing the water tan
gential�{ on to the wheel is to be fulfilled, the radius of the wheel
<}B=- CT= a is determined by the equation :
� , a =- - h - h2 •
a (1 - co,. o =- h - k2, there,ore
1 - cos. o
Inversely, the central angle BCF = a1 of the water arc is determined
h
l,y cos. a1 = 1 - k - 2 , and when the latter condition is not ful-

a

filled, or 0 1 is not madew= a, then the deviation of the direction of
the water entering the wheel from the direction of the motion of the
bucket on which it impinges : i = a.1 - Go

E:rampk. Suppoae for a breast wheel the quantity of water laid on by an overfall
8 feet, and the velocity of the peripheryn= 5
sluice, Q
6 cubic feet, the total fall h
1eet, also the ratio of the bucketa filling= f, then for a depth of wheeln= 1 foot, the
5 6
.
requisite width on the breast e = .s_ . !]_ =
3 foet. And if the breadth of the

=

=

aperture be made

hI

= 0 3093

(

6

21

=

., dn
:l . 1 . 5
feet, and /A = 0,6, then the height at which the water stands
= 0,70 feet. If we take • = o!, then the fall necessary to

)*

0,6 . IiI
generate the velocity c with which the water enters the \\•heel :
c
f . 5 8 feet, h,. = 1 ,l . 0,0155 . 8� = 1,1 feet nearly, and, therefore, the height of
0,34 feetn= 4.08 inches. Again, for the angle of
1,1 -0,76
the lip of the guide k

=

'

=

=

=

inclination of the end of the guide-curve: ,in.

" = J'J,34 = 0,5531), and hencen" - 33°,
1,1

=

38', and the breadth of the lip of the guitle-cnrve l = I, 1 lin.· 67 °, 16'
J foot nearly.
That the water 1nay enter the wheel tangentially, the radius of the wheel would have
to be
h - 1,
8 - 1,1
4 1 ,06 feet;
a
1 - co,. •
I - co,. 33°, 381
but if we limit the size of the wheel to 25 feet diameter, or make a = 1 215, then the
8
1 1
0,45, or a 1 = 63°, 16', and
central angle •• of the water-arc is eo,, a 1 = 1 - - •
l�,5
the deviation of the direction of motion of the water froa1 that of the wheel at the point
of entrance: •• - a = 63°, 16' - 33° , 38'
2�0, 38'.

=

• =_

=

=

=

§ 106. Penstock Sluices.-Fig. 217 shows the manner of laying
on the water on a breast wheel by the ordinary penstock. The
sluice-board, which is placed as close to the wheel as possible is
made of such thickness and form at the lower edge, as obvi;tes
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For the same reason the end AB of the bottom of the
Fig. 217.

•

pentroup;h or lead, is for1nccl ,vith a parabolic lip. The height
BEe= 1)F = lt9., Fig. 218, of tho end of
the curve de-pends on the total full It, nnd ,---==-Fig. 21s.
--on the Yelocity height
02
�2 vi
h1 = 1,1 . - = 1,1 . .,.. ,
'zg
'J,g
and is dctcrminotl by tho formula
lt2 = lt - 11 1 : hcucc, ns
OD
C08, CL =
= a - 7,9. , the COl'l•CSpOD ding
rD
C.v

a

central angle B(JF = a = 1 -

li - lt1 .

1ore, the waiter 1s
If, tl1erer

to be tnkcn on tnngcntially, the inclination TBlJ-I of the layer of
,vatcr to the ho1·izon is to be pute= °'' and, hence, we detern1ine the
co-ordinates .lJ.fA = k and B1lf = l of the upex of the parabola A by
2 '
2 • . 2
. ()_
c
s
., a. .
s
in
n
a.
,
c
tho fo rmulas k =
l
i
and =
2.q
2g
. .
.
But it 1s not necessary to set the aperture exactly 1n
the apex ?f
the parabola., it may be plnced in uny other point of tho. parabolic
.
nrc, provided
tl,at tlte axis oj· tl,e aperture i8 tangential to tlte para
bola (V?1. II. § 93).
k
. A thi.rd method of laying on the water, consists in a pe�stoc
'!1th guide-cu:vcs, or buckets, Fig. 2 1 9. This arrnngc_ment .18 par
ticularly �Pl1hcable when the water in the pcntrough Js subJect_ to
great varu�t1on of level. The nppara.tus sho,vn in Fig. 219 consists
of two slu1ce-boa.rds JJ. ancl B each of \\·li ich cnn be separately ad
.j ustecl, nnd thus, �ot only the 'head, but also tho or�#ce of discharge,
1s regulated. It is not possible to lay the water ou to the wheel
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tangentially by means of the guide-buckets DE; but we can approxi
mate to within 20 to 30 degrees of this. The ,vater flows out between
the guides, according to the la.,v for the diecliarge through $hort addi
tional tubes, and, therefore, the co-efficient � may be taken as ,82,
or w11en the bottom of
Fig. 219.
the sluice-board is accura.tcly rounded on the
insidew,,w= 0,90. Ilence
the co-efficient of resist
ance is greater in this

case than in overfall
sluircs, or in the ordi
nary penstock. .Assum
ing 14 = 0,85, the height
necessary for protlucinb
o
the velocity C is:

"•

=

(o,<r1s)' · �

= 1 ,384 2g' and hence

the portion of the total
height /, remaining in
,vater-arc is : lt2 = h-li 1
x2 v2
= J1, - 1,384 -- . 1n
2g

the case of a variable supply of water, the n.rrangemcnts are adapted
to the average supply, by laying the outer end .Jt,f of the centre
guide-curve at the height '12 above the foot of the wheel F. In
order to place all the guides at the same angle of circumference as
the wheel, the normal position of ,vhich is 3 inches from the guides,
they a.re drawn tangential to a circle KL, concentric ,vith the wheel,
the position of which is determined by the direction EK of the first
guide-curve.
§ 107. Construction of the Ourb or Mantle, and of the Wheel.
The mantle or curb by which breast wheels are inclosed, in order
to retain the water in them as long as possible, is formed either of
masonry or of wood, and sometimes of iron. The object of the
curb is the better fulfilled the less the play between the outer edge
of the bu�kets and the cylindrical surface of the curb, a.s the water
�scapes by whatever free space is loft. The play amounts to ½ an
1nch in the best constructed wheels; but it is not unfrequently as
much as an inch, or even 2 inches. When the ,vheels are of wood
and the curb likewise, a play of ·½ an inch is an insufficient allowance,
because the curb is apt to loose its symmetry, and then friction
bet,veen the buckets and the curb miaht
ensue. For iron wheels
0
and stone curbs, the chances of deformation are small, and, therefore, a very small amount of play is sufficient. W11en the wheels
fit too closely in their mantles, stray pieces of wood or ice floated
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on to the wheel may have very injurious consequences. It is,
therefore, necessary to have a screen in front of the sluices to keep
back all stray matters.
Stone curbs are constructed of properly selected and carefnlly
dressed stone, or of brick, either being laid in good hydraulic mortar
or cement. Wooden curbs .IJ.E, Fig. 220, are composed of beams
Fig. 220.

•

.IJ, D, E, of larch or onk, carefully planked ,vith deals curved tHI
l'equired. The bed of the curb is inclosed by side walls, so thut
J n teral escape of water is prevented. If the wn.ter can flow oft· by
the tail-race with the velocity with which it is delivered from the
Fig. 221.

\
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wheel, then the curb may be finished flush with the bottom of the
race, as at E, Fig. 221; but if the water flows with a less velocity,
then the race should be cut out deeper, as at .IJE, Fig. 220, so as
to avoid all risk of back water.
The construction of these wheels difrers essentially from that of
overshot wheels, in respect of the buckets of the latter forming cells,
whilst in the former these a.re mere paddles or floats; and this gives
rise to a different mode of connecting the buckets with the rim of
the wheel. The Germans distinguish Btaberitder and Straubera'der.
The former have ,Arouding, like the overshot wheels, to support
the floats; in the latter,. the floats or buckets are chiefty supported
by short arms or cantilevers, which project radially from the circum
ference of the wheel. Fig. 219 is . a wheel_ with shrouding, Figs.
220 and 221 are &raul,erader. Fig. 221 1s a wooden wheel, and
Fig. 220 an iron wheel. Very narrow float wheels have only a
single narrow ring by which the ftoats are attached on to cantilevers.
In wooden wheels the supports for the floats are passed between the
two sides of a compound ring forming the shrouding. In iron wheels
on the other hand, they are either cast in one piece with the seg�
ments of the wheel, or they are bolted on to these. The buckets
or paddles are usually of wood, and are nailed or screwed to the
above-described supports. The floor of the wheel is placed on the
outside of the rings or shrouding, and does not close the wheel com
pletely, slits being left for the escape of the air, aa is represented
in Fig. 215, in which DE is the wheel-paddle, composed of two
pieces, EF a piece of the bottom of the wheel, and G the air-slit or

ventilator.

§ 108. The Mecl&anical Effect of Ourl> Wneela.-The mechanical
effect produced by wheels hung in a curb or mantle consists, as in
overshot wheels, of the mechanical effect produced by the impact,
and that by the pressure or weight of water. The formula repre
senting the efficiency of each is the same, save that the determination
of the loss of water requires a different calculation1 inasmuch as in
the one case the water is lost by a gradual emptying of the buckets
in the arc of discharge, and, in the case now in question, the water
escapes through the space necessarily left between the wheel and
the curb. We have, therefore, to determine how, and in what
quantity, the water escapes through this spape, and hence deduce
the loss of eifect to the wheel. If we put, as for overshot wheels,
the velocitJ with which the water goes on to the wheel at the divi
sion lineh=- c1, the velocity of the wheel in this line or circleh= 1 ,
v
and the angle c1 E v1 , Fig. 222, between the directions of these velocities =- ,., then the effect of impact :
COB. p. - vl ) vl
cl = (---------- . Q .,.
g

If, further, GK, the difference of level between the point of entrance
E, and �he surface of the water in the tail-race, GH - h 1, we have
(neglectmg loss of water through. free spaee) the effect of the weight
of the water = A1 Q ,., and hence the total effect is, as before :

·
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_ ((e
1 cos . ,.,,1 - v1) v1 +
L = pV --'---''---'---g

7 )
Il
l

Q Y·

From the theoretical effect given by the formula, we hav-e to deduct
the loss by the escape of w·ater. This lo s affects chiefly the effect
Fig. 222.

of the water's weight, as the water escapes uninterruptedly, as any
giveu bucket or float BD descends successively to the position Bi D1 ,
B�D2, &c., to the lo,vest point FL. The free space form� an orifice
of discharge through which the water escapes under a v:irmb]e beacl
BE, B1 E1, B2 E1• If we put e = the width of the ·wheel, and the
breadth of the free space = ,, the area. of the orifice of discharge
= se, and if we put for the head BE, B1Ei, &o., z, Zu zg, &c., and cp
for tho co-efficient of discharge, then the quantity escaping in any
instant of time t, through the free space:
_.,:.._
=
q, e 8 t ✓2g z1 + 4> e s t ✓2g z'l qi e 8 t ✓ 2g z3
Q1
= '1> e 8 t ✓2g ( ✓Z1 + ✓Z2 + ✓23 + • • •)
If n, be the nu1111Jcr of positions of a fl.oat assumed, tho mean escape
from each cell :
+ ✓z" ,
✓a:1 + ✓Zi
= 4> e 8 t ✓
)
or for one second :
= 4> e s ✓2g ( ✓z1 + ✓i�+ . . . ✓z,, ) ·
But the ,vholo of the cells, or the water-arc, corresponds to t11c fall
liu and, hence, the loss of mechanical effect may be put :
- ✓z1 + ✓zi + . . . + ✓i,. ) h r·
L 1 = 4' e s ✓

+...

+

%(

%(

!. . .

'11,

1

There is a slight loss of ,va.ter on ench side of the :wheel, as there
must be a free space of 1 to 2 inches here. If "'e put arcs BO,
VOL. IL-18
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B 1 O1, &c., of the curb covered with water, equal to l1 , l2, &c., then
the water escaping by the sides, as it were through a series of notches
or small ·weirs :
= 2 . -i q, s l1 ✓2g zu 2 . l q, s l2 ✓2g z2, &c.,
and, therefore, the corresponding loss of mechanical effectw:
- (l1 ✓z1 + l2 ✓z2 + . . . l1 ✓z,. )
j
h 1 'Y•
L2 _
- 3 q, 8 ✓2g ---'-----n
§ 109. Losses.-There is a still further loss of effect, when the
sw·face of the water in the lowest cell does
Fig. 223.
not correspond ivith the surface of the ta.ilrace, as represented in Fig. 223. For in
this case the water flows fron1 the cell BD
JJ1 Bu ns soon as the float BIJ passes the
end of the curb F, and acquires a velocity
due to the height .FMw= li2, in addition to
the velocity v of the ,vhcel. This height
h"' is variable, but its mean value is evi
dently ½ h2, and, therefore, the head to
which the velocity of tho water flo,ving from the wheel is due is
v2
vi
not�, but - + ! h• 2• We have already deducted the loss due to
2g
:r.g
2
the heightw� in estimating for impact, and we have, therefore, only
2g
½ h2 Q "I to deduct from the effect found. From this we see, that a
sudden fall from the end of the circle should be adopted only in cases
where back-water is to be feared.
There are still other sources of loss of effect in brea.st wheels
such as the friction of the "·ater on the curb, and the resistance of
the air to the motion of the floats ; but these are comparatively of
slight importance.
§ 110. Formula for Total Effect. -W e ahall now give the formula.
for the total effect of breast wheels, leaving out of consideration
the loss of effect by escape of water at the sides, as also the loss
from friction of tbe water and resistance of the air; but allowing
for the escape through the free space between the wheel and curb,
and for the friction of the gudgeons. The formula will then stand
thna :
L = Pv = (c1 cos. ,u - vi) vi Q y + h 1 Q y - 4' e s w h1 r -f G r v,
a
U
in which w is substituted for the mean velocity
- of discharge:
2(
✓z1 + ✓z2 + . . . + ✓zn),
✓ g
'11,
and r for the radina of the gudgeons. Hence:
L = [<•• co,. ,.; - v,) v, + h, (1 - t e� w)] Q r - ;1 G v.

or, introd cing • the co-efficient of the bucket's filling, generally
:
= ½, and = --=-1-, we have :
E dV
Q

FORMULA FOR TOTAL EFFECT.
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w)]

L -= [(c1 cos. P.1 - vi) v1 + h1 (1 - t 8
Q -, - f G r v.
a
g
, d v1
If we put the total fall, men.sured from the surface of the water in
the pentrough to the surface of the tail-race == h, then, instead of h1 ,
c1•
we may introduce h - 1,1 . , and then:
L

2g

= [(c1 cos. p, - v1 ) v1 + (h - l , l . c/) (t _ tBW)] Qr-JG r v.

a
2g
, dv1
D
In order to find the value of the velocity of entrance c1, for which
t �1c effe ct is a maximum, we have only to consider when the expres
sion
c1 v1 co,.h,,. - l , l . c/' (t - t , ,o)
g
2g
, d v1
.
2 vi-cos.
. a maximum.
" -----=
P utt1ngw
,,. - - k, then the expression
is
-1,1 (1 - t s w)
I d v.
to be made a maximum becomes kc1 - c/. But we know from Vol.
I. § 386, that this becomes •a maximum for c1 -= ; , and, therefore,

it is evident that the effect will be a maximum when the velocity of
"1 cos. ,.
.
entrance of the water c1 1,1 (1 - t , w)
, d v1
If, from the necessarily small value of ,,, we put cos. ,,. -= 1, and
assume also, that there is no loss in the discharge from the sluice,
v1
then c1 ; and hence we perceive that the velocit} of en
sw
1 - t-, d v1
trance must be made greater than the velocity at the circumferenee
of the wheel, and this so much the more as the free spacew, is greater.
The loss by escape of water is not, as an average, more than 10 to
15 per cent., or t 8 w == i1� to rlo, and, therefore, the velocity of
, d v1
�ntrance of the water c 1 = 19° v1 to 7� v1 • In practice, however, c1
1s made - 2 v1 , or the wheel revolves with half the velocity the water
kaa acquired at entering the wheel, because in this way the loss ii
not much, and the water's entrance is more easily regulated.
. If we introduce c1 co,. p, =- 2 v1, or v1 - ½ c1 co,. ,,., into the equa
. t1on above found, we get :
L- [".. + (h- 1,1 . 4 v/ (1 - t
Q -, - f !.. G v,
g
1
a
2g co,. p,
· 1 d v1
.. [- ( 2' 2 2 - 1) � + h (1 - t '
Q -, -f!.. G "·
co,. ,,.
g
,dv
a
t'
From the factor
, we learn that the maximum eff'ect
,dv

)

(1 - w)

'w)]

w)]
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�uoes not take place here when v = 0 ; for even when v ==

tBW

the
,d
whole effect of the water· s weight is lost by the water escaping
through the free space.
§ 111. Efficiency of Breast Wheels.-Morin has made a number
of experiments on breast wheels of good construction. He has
compared his experimental results with those of the theoretical
formula:
·
= ('c co•. - v) v + Q -r,
Pv
;w

Ii,)

and has found a tolerable agreement between the two to subsist,
when the formula is corrected by a co-efficient x, or if we put:
+
Pv == x ((c cos. ;- v) v 7i 1) Q ,-.
One wheel on which Morin experimented was of cast iron, with
,vooden buckets placed obliquely to the sluice, and turning in a
close-fitting iron curb. The wheel was 21 feet 4 inches in diameter
and 4' - 10" wid e ; the fall was 5' - 6", there were 50 floats and
the velocity of re�oJution was from 3' L. 4" to nearly 8 feet per
second, the velocity of the water from a well-constructed sluice
being from 9 feet 2" to 10 feet 6". The co-efficient x ,vas found
to be about 0,75, and the efficiency, including the friction of the
axles, nearly 0,60. A second iron wheel, experimented upon by
)I. Morin, was hung in a welJ-fitting sandstone curb. It was 13
feet diameter, and 13 feet wide. There were 32 floats, the fall
being 6 feet 6". So long as the speed of the wheel did not differ
more than from 47 to 100 per cent. from that of the water entering
it, that ts within speeds varying from 1' - 8" to 6 feet, the co-effi
cient � remained nearly constant, viz. : = 0,788, and the efficiency
of the wheel ,vas = 0,70. A third wheel was almost entirely of
wood, and hung in a close-fitting curb. Its height was 20 feet, and
it had 40 floats. Worked with a common sluice, the co-efficient z
== 0 792, and with an overfall sluice this rose to 0,809. The effi
cien�y, however, was in the first case only 0,54, and in the second
0,67. If from these results we adopt a mean value, l\'e get for
breast wheels with penstock sluicew:
v
co .
L = 0,77 (( c s ;- v) + li 1 ) Q ,-,

and for those with overfall sluice :
,.
L = 0,80 ((c cos. - v) v + h1) Q y,
;
from �hich, however, the mechanical effect consumed by the friction
of the axles has to be deducted. The greater efficiency of the
overf�ll-sluiced wheels arises from the water entering more slowly
�ban 1n the case of the penstock, and, hence, there is no loss by
impact.
· It follows, besides, from Morin's experiments, that the efficiency
diminishes if the water fills more than from ½ to i of the space be-
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tween the floats, and that the efficiency does not vary much for varia
tions of the angular velocity of the wheel from 1' - 8'' to 6' - 6"
per second.
Egen made experiments on a breast wheel 23 feet in diameter,
and 4¼ feet wide. There were two peculiarities in this wheel. The
69 well-ventilated buckets, were constructed exactly as in overshot
wheels ; and the sluice was in two divisions, of which, according to
the state of supply of water, the upper or under one could be drawn.
Although the mantle fitted very closely, the efficiency of this wheel
was, at best, only 0,52, and as an average, with 6 cubic feet water
per second, and 4 revolutions per minute, the efficiency was only

0,48.

Experiments with a breast wheel are described in the " Bulletin
de la Soct-ltl lnduat. de Mullwuae, L. XVIII." The wheel was of
wood, 5 metres or 16,4 feet in diameter, and 18 feet wide, made in
three divisions on 2 centre shroudings. The curb started from a
parabolic saddle-beam 8 inches in height, and the water was laid on
by an overfall sluice 8 inches high. Thus the velocity .of the water
was about 8,8 feet, and the angular velocity of the wheel from 5
feet to 6' - 6". The buckets were filled from i to I, and the effi
ciency increased as the buckets were more filled. When the
buckets were quite filled, the efficiency was 0,80 ; when half-filled,
it was 0, 73 ; and with less water, it was only 0,52. The experi
ments on the efficiency of the wheel for different degrees of filling of
the buckets, were easily and precisely made in this case, from the
circumstance that the water could be laid on each division of the
wheel separately.*

=

15
Ezamplt. Required the calculated proportion1.1 of a breast wheel, beinJ[ given Q
8½ feet, and the velocity of revolution 5 feet. We shall assume
cubic feet per second, h
the depths of the floats or of the shrouding to be 1 foot, and suppose the buckets to be
2Q
30
filled to ½ their contents. The width of the wheel is, hence, i
6 feet.
==
1.5
dv
l0
Assume alao that the water enters with double the velocity of rotation, then c-= 2 . 5
feet, and the fall required to generate the velocity
c9
1,705 feet.
Ji,n= 1,1 _ == 1,1 . 0,00155 . 100
';lg
Deducting this impact fall from the total fall, there remains for the height of the curb,
or for the fall during which the water·s wei(lht alone acts, la' ::a la - Ji, = 8,5 - 1,705
� 6,795 feet. We shall adopt a large wheel, that the water may not fall too high into
ll.
Making the radius a as 1 2 feet, and the radius of the di vision linen== 11.5 feet.
The water revolving with the velocity of the wheel, we shall suppose to be carried to
the bottom of the curb, as repret1ented in Fig. 224. The central angle • of the curb
EG, or the angle by which the pointa of entraooe of the water E de,·iates from lowest
point F, is
6,795
a>,, • - 1 n
- -= 1 ----0,4092,
- A.,
a,
1 l ,5
°
and, hence, • - 65 , 5<Y. We shall aasume that the direction Et, of the water
deviates 20 degrees from the direction Er,, of the wheel'• motion at the division

=

=

=

=

=

'

• [For the efficiency of breast wheels, with elbow arid centre buckets, tee above '(p.

182, note). The Franklin Institute committee found with a 16 feet wheel and elbow
bnckell, taking the w11ter 10,46 feet above the botton; of the wheel, an efficiency from
612 to 677, and laying in on 7 feet from the bottom, the efficiency nried, with different
¥Gd,, from ,568 to ,631.-Ax. E».]

18*
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circle, and refer 1he velocity of 5 feet, in like n1onner1 to the clivision or pitrlt circle.
We then hAve the co.ordinates of the sucnn1it of the parabolic saddle, .l1M
k
0
2
<'z sin. (45 00')
0,8 feet, and .ftfE= l = � sin. 01° 41 1,55 feet; according to which
ig
2g
dimensions tl1e construction of Fig. 224 has been carried out. The height of the water

= =

=

=

Fig. 224•

.IJR above we sill is h 1 -k

= 1,705- 0,� = 0,905,aod if we put th.e height of the o.rifir:e
•

= x, Q = p. tt x J2g (0 905 - f)

Q
= -�;===
====
1

:. X

_

µ,e J2g (o,oo:; -

i) =

=== :

15

o,o . 6 . s,0 2 Jo,905 _ �

0 35
and, hence, x
_ ,===.t
:::
J 0,905 - �
1 4,43 J 0,905 - ;
5

The theoretical effect of th is wheel is L

" + 1i )

=

= 0 . 4 feet.

+

=

200 - :S) 5
s.
(IO
co
(c co,. ,-,. - v)
6,795) . 15 . 62125
7244 fee t
'l Q i' = (
(
32,2
g
Jbs., and the whole available effect is 8,5 X 933 feet lbs.t= 7930 feet lbs. We have
now to deduct the loss by the escape of ,vater through the free space bet,veen the curt,
Rnd the wheel. Assuming the play to be 1 inch
feet, then the area of the slit by
,vbich the water can escape is r'-r . 6 :½ square feet. Tn order no�v to find the mean
velocity 10, with which the ,vater passes through this aperttrre, the height of cnrb KG is
to be tlivided into 6 equal parts, and the position of the buckets for each point so foun<l
accurately delineated, as is done jn Fig. 224 1 and the heads or pressures measured'.
0,80, z3 01 801 Z-1 0,0 7
Commencing at tLe top, we have: z 0,80, z1 0,80, z,
:::5 ��48 and :6 O. From this we have the mean of the square roots of these,

=

=

']Uaat:111es

=

=

½ . o,894

=

=-tr

=

+ o,s 4 + o, 4 + o,s1s + o,60

=

=

3+

=

o

= 0,77301
and! he�ce, the mean velocity of escape of the water= 8102 X 0,77 6 = 6,188. The
mec�an1cal effect corresponding to this is L1 = 'I> e 8 w h, >', in which � = 0,7 the CO•
_
9

effic1ent of discharge, therefore,

89

6

3

L = 0,7 , -½ . 6,188 X 6,79 X 02,25=916 feet lbs.
The loss by escape at the sides of the wheeJ may he calcnlated by the formula given §
I 08. It ,vill be foundt= 180 feet lbs. So that tbe total loss by the escape of water
1090 feet lbs ; deducting this from 7244 feet lbs., tbere remain 6148 feet lbs.

=
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eflixitiv . Tho e�cnpt• of ,,·nt�r in tlii11 \\'l1ecl we !'eo invol\·cs n lo, of 1:) perJ-'erlL of
lht• n1cdannirRI effect of tho latll. By the friction nf 1ho w11tcr one\ the rc'-i!.'tnnce of the
wnwr, the loss is nhout J 00 feet lh�., \)T nhout 2� p r cent. 'fhere re1nnit1:!, th're-lore,
50t,8 feet lbe.
3ooo L, , the ratio of filling tla• bucltc111,
If now ,ve tnko the \\'eight of the whc<•J G
1

= '"
5ll88 1 1 )bl!. ft•et nt>ltl'ly; then, t.he
30 !l
,., �
bc1ug
· !, \\'c have
= 4 nnd L = = ::...
- =
�,50
,veight of 1ha \\"liet�I = 3ooo X 12 = JG[I() 10:!. Bence, tl1e rndiu. of the gllclgeons
i , ·1
r = 0,0112 v'ij:.350 = (),t 2 feel, nnd fron1 tbi \\'C g�t tllc n1c-chn11ical ctTcct a�orbci.1 by
11 lO
• 0,1 • 16500e. r, = J30 fi-•ct Ju�. Jtfnking tl1i... fnrther ,le•
frictione= !:.. e/ G v = •
I
J
•
�
a
t.!

-=

•

"' 11

cl11ctim11 thcr� rr"1nlli11a 56:,2 fe
.. ,'i2
,vhcul •
0,74.

'' =
= ,�:�o

� ,,,

t

11.lrr.e= 10,6 feet 11

nnc.l, ln�tly, the ,jjicini<y of the

§ 1 12. ndcr,.J1ot. JVJ,r,cls.-Undcr�hot wl1ccl� u�nn 11:r hang in ,
chnnucl rnndc to fit ns clo!--tily to the "'heel as J>o�ijible. "'o thnt ,,·atcr
,nny not csca pow,, ithout producing it effect. llcnce, the :1pplicntion
of i1 chan11cl having 11 curb concc-ntrio with the ,vhccl is rousidcrcc1
better than n, Mtrn.ight chnnncl tangl'nti:11 to the ,vhcel. The curb
nl)ows of sou1c of th effc-ct of the
Fif.!. '225.
"•cigl1t of tl1c ,vatcr lH.•iug availed of.
The calculation for such n. ,vl1cel
ris is 1·epresentcd in Fig. 225, ,vhcn
tho curlJ .l]B c1nbraccs �l to 4 floats
at l<.'ILst, i� identical ·with these for
the brcn.st "·heels ]a.st consic.l-0retl.
�'IJc 1·ules for construction of unclcr
shot ,Yhccls, correi:;pon<l too "ith
tbosc for l>ronst ,vl1ecls. Tho flonts
nrc usunlly put i n ratliolly; but
sometimes they are inclined up
wards towards tho sluice, tl1nt they
·
mny cnrry no wntcr up with tbom on the opposite side. TheseD
fionts nre not unfrequcntly composed of tw·o equo1 pieces JlD and I
BIJ, Fig. 22G, so that the
Fig. �26.
angle �lllJBw-= 100° to 120° .
This urrnn gcmcnt allows of
nmplc opcnin"'S br•ing left in
tho Jfoorin.q of th ,vl1 cl, ,vith
out fca.r of th "atcr Jlowing
through the i:-luicc. The cells
or buckets aro allo"·cil to fill
from one-half to two-thirds of
their cop11city, or 1 =- ..,! to ai1.
,,,
.1. O prevent overilo,v of tl1c
,vn.Ler in,var?s, or, in order to ]ui.vc great r capacity, tho de;pth of
the ,v heel, i. e., of th shrouding i , mndc frotn 1 5 to 1 1nc11es.
The Jnying on the ,,·nter tanqent ,�rlly is more rarely done than in
brenst ,\·heels. The sluicc-boo.rl1 i inclined in ortlcr tho.t the �luice-
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aperture may lie as close to the wheel as possible. The lower edge
should be rounded off to prevent partial contraction of the vein of
water.
§ 113. The effect of undershot wheels is less than that of breast
wheels, the fall available as weight being greater in the latter. The
half of the fall is necessarily lost when it acts by impact, whereas
the loss by escape of water acting by its weight on those wheels does
not amount to ¼ of the whole. Experiment has satisfactorily estab
lished this. The wheel with which Morin experimented was 19'.6''
in diameter, 5½ feet wide, and had 36 radial floats. The sluice was
inclined at an angle of 34! 0 to the horizon, and the sluice-aperture
was 2½ feet back from the commencement of the curved course.
The total fall was 6'-3", and the head on the sluice-aperture 4'w
- 7".
There was, therefore, a. fall of a.bout 1' - 8" through which the
water's weight acted. The velocity of the circumference of the
wheel was from 6' ·- 6" to 13' - 0" : and the velocity of the water
on reaching the wheel from 16 to 18 feet. As long as v did not exC

•

ceed 0.63, the efficiency '7 was 0.41 as a. mean: but when v varied
C

between the limits 0.5 and 0.8, then the mean efficiency "I was
only 0.33.
. Retaining our former notation, we have, for the effect of this
wheel, exclusive of friction of gud�ons,

Pv aa 0,74 ( (c� ) v + nl)

in_ the first case; and

P• = 0,60

Q

,,,

(<•�•) " + k,) Q y

in the second.
A second wheel with which Morin experimented, was about 13
feet high, 2' - 8" wide, 11,8 inches deep, and had 24 floats. The
water was laid on by a. vertical sluice, and reached the wheel through
a straight course 2' - 8" long. This channel and the curb were of
sandstone, and the free space left amounted to only 0,2 of an inch.
The mean fall was 3 feet. The head of water on the sluice-aperture
varied from 6 to 18 inches. Experiments were made at various
velocities of rotation. For small velocities the efficiency was very
small. For the mean velocity of 5 feet it was a maximum, and,
�hen the velocity of the water's arrival on the wheel was not much
diff'erent from this, a maximum efficiency 0,49 was obtained. For
ratios of velocities v = ¼ and !. = !, the mean value ofw" was found
: C

C

to be, as for the former wheel 0, 74. Hence
Pv = 0,14 ((c - v) " + 1i1) Q ,-, is the formula for this case also.
g
Mor1n
. puts together the results of his experiments on wheels con-
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fined in mantles or curbs as follows. ,v11eels in "·l1ich 7l 1 = ¾li
x = 0 40 to 0,45.
\Vhcu n;= §7,, " = 0,42 to 0,49. When "l = ilt,
" = 0,4'7, n.nd ,vhen h1 = Ii ::c = 0,55.

Eramplc. Requir<'rl, the ellcct of nn nnclrr.hot ,vheel, l 5 feet in diameter, and making
S revolutions per 1ninutc. Tl1t� llill 4 Ji.•et, n11J the qua11ti1y of "'Ater 20 cubic feet per
1
second, v
1r ·
• r,
ll,'28J fct•t, nn,l i:uppo..ing lhe vel�i1y of the Willer
tiO
31)
to lie clouuh• thi", then the pre sure of the ·wnter in frcmt of the i1lt1ice, r.r \\ hnt ,ve have

=•"" =

=

= 1,1 � = 1,1 x 010155 x 12,�6' = 2,0S!l feet, nnll there there�!(
fore ri•n1ni1111 n" fnll, through ,vhich the wnh•r n•ts by ils v.•night, h 1 = 4 - 2,fiS!l = 1,31 l
tc-rmccl the impart-lnll

=

(o,O:H . 0,2 :ta+ 1,311) 20 • 0!2,5 = ( 1 1263
feet, nntl lwnoc tho tl1oorcti<:nl crr��t
+ 1,3 1 1 ) 1215 3204 foct ll>s. Irl thi� cn11c1 It1 1 •3 1 1 h = 0,33 1,1 nod, therefore,

=

=

4

tho CO•<'ffioir.nto" rnny oo tnl.t-n 0,421 nntl henco rhc etf<'Ct L =0,·12o. 3264o= 1 370 feet
H,�. lrorn ,vhicb, however, the gmlgecm•friction lins tO be tlotl11ct.-•d.

§ 114. 1Vheel8 in �r(l(qltt Co urses.- ,,1 hen the undershot '"·heel
jg hung in a. straight cour!-e, the effect is a. minimun1 ; because the
,,·:atcr pro<luces its effect by in1poct alone, a.nu a consjtlerahle quan
tity escnpcs unused. 1'hese wheels are only adopted for fnll of less
than 4 feet, and where 1vater 11ou1c1· is of t1alue. the l1oncclct-l\·hcel,
or turbines n,re now invnrin.1ly pr('fcrrcd. TJ1cy nre: 1nnde from 12
to 24 feet in diameter, with 24 to 4 float�, usua1ly radial, hut
aon1cti1ncs placed �·ith a sli 1rht inclination to"·a;rds the sluice. Tho
brcadtl, or tlepth of the floats shou1d be 1nndc 3 bout three times the
tl1ickncss of the layer of ·water co1ning through the slnice, because
the ,vatcr in contact "·ith the wheel retains only 35 to 40 por cent.
of the velocity of the water before iinpact, ,,;hen the greatest cfft1ct
is produced ; :iutl, therefore, tho strcuw of wnter flo\\·ing along as
the wbecl rt.>,·ol,·cs is 2! to 8 ti1ncs tbc thickness of the \\·ntcr com
ing from the sluice. The tlcpth of the sluice-aperture is usually 4
to 6 inches, o.nd thus tho floats are 1nade fro1n 12 to 1 inches deep
for tho n.bove ren.1-1on. The straight courso in ,vhich undershot
\\'}1eo]s a.re suspended 1nny be either horizontal as in AB, Fig . 227,
:1

Fig. 227.

or inclined, ns in Fig. 228. Th :1 t ns little water as possiulc may
escape unemployed, the spaco between the ,,·heel and the course
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must be reduced to 1 or 2 inches at most. And hence, it is better
to lay the course with a slight curvature, the floats being made so
numerous, that there are always 4 or 5 floats submerged.
Fig. 228.

•
The penstock is set with an inclination to b1·ing the orifice of
discharge as near to the wheel as possible, and to avoid contraction.
To prevent back-water, the course is made to drop suddenly some
inches, at the point where the water quits the wheel. Besides this
provision, arrangements for raising and depressing the wheel, or the
water-course, are adopted.
Fig. 227 represents a lift for the ,vhcel (called in German Zieh
panster). The axle M of the lever .J-f.D coincides ,vith that of the
wheel, so that the connection bet'\\·een the driving wheel and pinion
may not be altered in raising or depressing the ,vater ,vheel. All
these arrangements are, however, rendered unnecessary by the adop
tion of the turbine, instead of undershot ,vheels, in all cases in which
the water is liable to much variation.
§ 115. Useful Effect of Undersliot Wlieels.-Eii>eriments on the
useful effect of undershot wheels, ·with straight courses, have been
made, but only on models, by De Parcieux, Ilossut, Smeaton,
Lagerhjelm, &c.
The experiments of Smeaton and Bossut are the best.* The re
sults of the experiments are satisfactorily in agreement with each
other, and confirm the theory. The mechanical effect evolved by
these wheels was ascertained in all the experiments, by raising a
weight by means of a cord passed round the ax]e of the wheels.
�mea.ton's experiments were made with a small ,vhecl 75 inches in
Cll'cumference, having 24 floats, each 4 inches wide, and 3 inches
deep. The general conclusion at which Smeaton arrived is, that
for the velocity ratio v = 0,34 to 0,52, the maximum useful effect
amounts to 0,165 to 0,25. Bossut's experiments were made with
a wheel, 3 feet in diameter, provided with 48, with 24, and with 12
buckets, 5 mches wide, and 4 to 5 inches deep. Bossut found, as
• [See foot note nod reference ne.xt poge.-A!c. ED.)

PARTITION
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theory indicates, that with 48 floats, the efficiency is greater than
with
with 12 ; and he deduced from
_ 24, and with 24 greater than
°
his experiments that about 25 of the wheel's circumference, or
1!J.rl'o • 48 =- 13° , or more than 3 floats should be in the water at the
same time. J..'rom Bossut's experiments on the wheel with 48 floats,
a somewhat greater efficiency results than is indicated by Smeaton's
experiments, and this may probably be attributed to the greater
proportional number of buckets in Bossut's model.* The mean
result of the two sets of experiments gives the effect of such wheels,
friction not to.ken into accountw:
L == 0,61 (c - v) v Q 'Y =- 1,19 (c - v) v Q feet lbs.
g
This formula will only apply on the scale of practice, when the
play allowed between wheel and course i, not greater than 1½ inch.
Instead of Q we have Fe, in which F is the arc of the float dipping
into the water; and hence we have the formula given by Christian
in his "M�canique industrielle," substituting 0,76 for 0,61.
L =- 0,76 F r . (c - v) c v = 1,48 (c - v) F c ev feet lbs.
g
From the experiments extant, it follows also, that the maximum
effect is produced for the velocity ratio � == 0,4, as indicated by
C

theory. For greater velocities this ratio is somewhat less, and for
large bodies of water the ratio is somewhat greater.
§ 116. Partition of Water Power.-A given fall of water is often
divided between several wheels, not only because a single wheel
would ha,·e cumbrous dimensions, but more especially for the sake
of working different machines or tools independently, avoiding the
coupling connections with one source of power. The question may
arise as to a division of height ofwfall, or, as to partition of the
quantity of water. As a general rule, we may assume that for
wheels on which the water acts by its weight, a partition of the
quantity of water, and for wheels on which the water acts by impact,
a partition of the height of fall is to be preferred; for we have seen
that the efficiency of overshot. wheels of great diameter, is greater
than that of overshot wheels of smaller diameter,w,or even than
breast wheels ; and, on the other hand► it is manifest that the loss
?f effect by impact, and by the escape of water through the wheels,
1s less when these wheels are placed one behind the other, than when
they are put side by side, because the velocity due to the height
corresponding to the loss of effect (c - ")• (Vol. I. § 887 ), and the
ratio

B .

d of

2g

the free apace to the depth of water, is less than in the
1
latter case. For breaat wheels in a curb, on which the water acts
•

• [The ratio of effect to JlOWf't, obtained by the Committee of the Franklin Institute,
was found to vary from ,266 to ,30:) and the average ii set down at ,28�. See Journal
Franklin Institute, 3d series, Vol. 1i.: p. 2, fur July JS, 1.-A•. E•.J
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by its weight and by impa.ct, and in which the loss of ,rater depends
mainly on !_ , there is no general rule for the preference of one
d•
mode of partition o,er the other, and the circumstances of each case
must determine our choice.
§ 117. Jlloating-1nill Wlieels. -"\Vheels suspended on two boats,
or barges, conveniently moored in a river, nre undershot wheels
,vithout curb or lirnited cow·se of any kind. Those wheels nre sup
ported either on two boats, one of ,vhioh contains the mill machinery,
or one end of the axle rests on a boat, the other resting on piles
driven in on shore, in which case the mill machinery is kept ou
shore.
The construction of boat-mill "·heels differs from that of ordinary
undershot wheels, inasmuch as they have no shrouding, the .Boats
being attached di.J:ect]y to the a.rms. These ,vheels are made frou1
12 to 15 feet in diameter, and have generally only 6 or 7 floats,
although 10 to 12 ,vould constitute a better wheel. The floats :ire
made long and very broad, that they may catch a large stream of
1Yater, for, the velocity being usua11y sn1nll, the -v ie viva depends in
n. great measure on the mass. Floats of 6 to 18 fret in length, n.nd
2 feet to 30 inches broad, are usual. Tho floats are inclined at
angles of from 10° to 20° to the radius, and dip to about one-half
their breadth into the stream.
Fig. 229 represents a boat-mill (Fr. rnoulin a nef ; Ger. 1cliijf'..
Fig. 220.

1nuhle). .fl being the mill-house on the barge B, and C a wheel
wit� 6 floats, the axle of which passes through the mill-house, anu
proJects as far on the opposite side of the boat as the one seen in
the figure does on this. The mill gear is within the house.
The effect of boat-mill wheels is less than of ,vheels hung in a.
con�ed course, for two reasons, viz . : the water not only escapes by
the sides, and under the floats, but a, consjderable quantity passes
through the ,vheel without oommg into action, from the small num
ber of buckets that dip inta the water.

FLOATING-MILL WBBBLS.

· § 118. The theoretical effect of a freely suspended water wheel
1 may be represented, as for undershot wheels, by the formula
( c-v) v c F ,-,
L ._ PV == ---g

c and v being the velocities of the water and of the wheel, and F the
area of the part of the float dipped, neglecting the damming up of
• the water upon it. This expression has to be multiplied by a co
efficient allo,ving for the loss of water.
§ 119. Experiments on the effect of these wheels have been made
by De Parcieux, Bossut, and Poncelet, but principally on models.
Bossut's model wheel was 8 feet in diameter, had 24 floats, 6i
inches wide, dipping 41 inches into the water. The velocity of
the water was 6 feet per second. The result of these experiments
gi,es ,,. - 1,87 to 1, 79 as the co-efficient, by which the formula
·L _ (c - v) v c F,. is to be multiplied, and I' - 0,877 to 0,706 . as.

.

·f

'the co-efficient for the formula L - (c - v) v c F,. (,ee D'Aubuisson,
g
" Hydraulique," § 852). The limits of the values of the co-efficients
are nearer each other, in this latter case, than in the other, which
was to be expected, as, from the number of buckets, the secon� for
mula is moat applicable. The number of buckets should be such
that 2 at leut are in the water, and then the latter Cormula with the
met,n oo-etlicienth,,. - 0,8, will apply, or,
L - 0,8 (c -t1) a v J'-, - 1,65 (c - tJ) c 11 .F feet lbl•

.,

Ponfcelet'a obeervat1ons, made on three boat-mill wheels on the
RhQne, agree with this. These wheels were 8 to 10 feet long, and
the floats dipped 2' - 8'' to 2' - 9'' into the water flowing with a
velocity of from 4 to 6i feet per second. Poncelet cites an experi
ment by Boistard, and one by Christian, both of which confirm the
accuracy of this formula.
Bossut's experiments, in exact accordance with theory, show that
the . maximum et"ect is obtained when 11 - 0,4 c, and Poncelet'1 experiments on the Rhone boat wheels also give : v - 0, 4D
.
.

C

.

; Introducing 11 - 0,4 c into the above formula, the usefulh:e�i
becomes :
.
·L - 0,8 O, B • o,4 c' F-, - 0,192h� Fr - 0,384 � Q .'f,
.
.
%
g
g
· and, hence, the efficiency 'I - 0,384.
· . . ·
. De Parcieux'a experiments were specially directed to uceriainmg
.the best position for the floats. The result was that an inclination
°
:of 60 to the stream is the best.

Rfflltlrk. There bu long been a doubt u to which of the two '1,nn11le1
. L - ,,. (c - w)• I' F)' and L - ,,.. (c •) C I' , ii the ftlOh wt,ect. ·r�e one i1 known
,,
._
.
.
.
g
I
.
u Pam•f• formula, the other a, IJ«-cla•,. Now1 .altboulh
. for a whee_l in IUl un�
.

VOL. 11.-19

.
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.
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stream acting on the floats, all the ,va1er going through the wheel does not ftl'ISU1ne the
velocity of lhe floats, yet, considering the great extent of 1be floats' surliuie, it may cer
tnioly be preimmed that the µrealer parr of the water on impinging, takes the vclocily of
the Honts, and, heoce1 the greater accordance between experi1ne11L'I in Bortla', formula is
explained. Parent's formnla is founded on the assumption thnt the impact is propor
tional 10 the height tlue to the relative velocity c-11. (Compare Vol. I.§ 392, where the
�

force of impact is givene= l,86 !.._ F ,, when
�g

11 = 0.)

§ 120. Poncelet's Wheels.-If the floats of undershot wheels be
curved so that the stream of water runs along the concave side,
pressing upon it without impact, the effect produced is gren,ter than
,\"hen the water impinges at nearly right angles against straight
buckets.
Poncclet introduced these wheels. Tl1ey are of very advantageous
application for lo,v falls under 6 feet, because their effect is much
greater thnn that of undershot wheels ,vith or ,vithout a. curb. For
greater fn.lls, breast wheels ,vith a ,vell-formed circle excel them,
and ns their construction is niore difficult, they are not applied for
greater falls than 6 feet. Poncelet baa treated of these wheels in a
special work, entitled " Mdmoire sur les Roues hydrauliques a aube,
courbes, rnues par-dessous, �letz, 1827 ." Fig. 230 represents the
Fig. 230.

general arrangement of these wheels: A.Eis an inclined sluice-board ;
:.tlB is the stream of water entering the wheel at the buckets BD
and B1D1 • FG is the surface of the tail-race. In order that nearly
a.11 the water may come into nction, the wheel must have very little
play i n . the water-course, n.nd to prevent partial contraction, the
o?_der side of the sluice-board is rounded off: also, to prevent loss of
f.!U viva by friction in the channel, the aperture of the. sluice is
?ro,!ght close to the ,vheel. The fu·st part of the course AB is
inclined at . i� to 1 1� . The remainder of the course, ·which embrace\,
the leng�h occu}?ied by three buckets at least, is accurate]y curved
co�centr1oally
with the wheel, and at the end of it, a sudden dip of
.
6 inches 1a made, and the tail-race should also be widened to guard
11gainst any liability to ba.ck-wnter on the wheel. Poncelet wheels
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have been constructed fro1n 10 to 20 feet in <linn1cter, and with 32
to 48 floats of sheet iron or of ,vood. ,voodcn floats are composed
o� ijtU,\'CS, like o. bu.rrcl, tho outer edge being �hu.rpenccl, or providc,1
hect iron floats are, ho,vevcr, much
with a sheet iron edge piece.
more auitttblo, as good con truction is an essentinl feature in tbiH
wheel. The sluice is not dra.,vn 1no1·c than 1 foot in anv
• cu.sc1 nntl
for fo lls of 5 t.o G feet, nn npcrturc O inches high, or less, i� arranged for.
§ 121: :l'l,r.ory of l'oru·elct's Jf'hcrls.-To obtnin tho nu1 xi1nu1n
effect frorn these ,vhccJs, tbc ·w ater 111u·t go on to the uuckl•ts with•
out iu1pact. If .Jlc = c (£1.. ig.
231) h� tho velocity of tho
i,�,g. 2�1 1 .
=========
water going on to the ,vhccl,
.r
and Jlv = t,, tltc velocity of tbe
pcriph e1·y cf the ,vhcel, ,vc then
have iu tho side .Ile, = c1 of the
K{
'-/ K
p:1. rallelogrn.111 .11 v c c ,, the ve
,..
\
locity of the ,vntcr in reference
i·
,,f ,.
/�
:
....
,/
1_,.
to the ,vltccl, both in tnugnit.u<le
.-·_'__.· -. ; .
,,:--- F,.:,
'-�
and <lircction. If, there fore,
.
.
/\. ->�
"',� we put the curved flont ..tJK
.. ,,.
l'
tangen tin l to .Rc1 , tho w:itcr "·ill
{,,• ,
('1
begin to uscentl along it ,vitl1out
the lc1L. t ,hock, ,vith the velo
city ''w
If we put the o.nglo
i·
c .ll ,, by ,vhich the direction of the ,vatcr deviates from thnt of the
circu1nfcrcncc of the ,vhce), or the tangent .llv = �, we ha,·e for the
relative velocity of tho "·utcr beginning its n.scc-nt on the float
• == t1 ✓t:2 + v1 - 2 c v cos. 6, and for the angle v A c, = ,, by
which it deviates from the circumference of tho ,vhecl, or from the
C Bin. 6
.
ta.ngent ../Jv, ,ve llll ve sui.
, = ---·

I

,

.

C,

The wntcr ascends on the flotlt ,vith n. rcto.rdca velocity , and purtak('s
of the vt•loc:ity of rotation u of the ,vheel nt the saruo time. l l nving
ascen<lc<l to a certain height, its relative velocity is lost, and it
descends with nn accelerated velocity, o that a,t last it arrives at
tho outer extremity .Ill ,vith the same velocity c1 with which it com·
mencccl its nscont. If \\1 0 combine tho relative velocity ./11 c1 = c
cir-'
after� tho water lcavinrr
0 the ,,·heel a.t .11, "'ith the velocity of the
cum1ercnce .11, ti ca: v n a para1Ic]o.-,ran1 of tho ,·elocitics "·c hn.vc in
the <lingonnl .11,uJw-= 10 the n.bsoluto vclocit.y of the ,r�ter leaving
tho ,vheol. This velocity is
--------UJ = ✓,· � + v1 - =!c1 11 r.otf. ,,
and, therefore, tho 111ecba. ni,crLl effect' rctnined by the · water, nn <l
lost for useful effect, is
L1 = � Q y c= ( ✓c/' + v2 - 2c 1 v coB. Q ,...
•U
2o
If, no,v, we deduct this loss from the amount of efrcct � Q .., inhe

')

,/

A

�D

�20
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rent in the water before its entrance on the wheel, we have thew
• fol
lowing expression for the theoretical effect of the wheel :
2
2
2
·
c
(c
-w )
_
<:9-c/-v' 2c1 v coB, ' Q ,
y
Q
L- - - (
Qy
--- ) 'Y,
---='----cc--.:a.
2g
2g
2g
2g
·
n..., or, .
2 c1 v coB. , • · '-(,
or, as c2 == c 2 v2 2c v coB. ,, • . . L ----

(

w)
1

+

+ +

==

1

u

.

7

�
✓cl - c sin. = ✓c COB.
v - 2 C V COB. 3 == C COB. I
J - v, and, if we put this in the above expression, we have:
2
L = v (c coB. 3 - v) Q-,.
g
We easily p.erceive that the effect is a maximum when v ==.. l C·
cl cos. 3:i (b. Also, the loss of mechanical'
oo,. a, and then L cl COB. E

.,

=

1

2

32

31

2

+

1

2g .

effect is ntdl, or the whole mechanical effect available, or L =
.

.

is got from the water when cos. a == 1, or when � = 0.

� Qy
2

�

Although it is not possible to make the angle of entrance 3 = 0,
it follows from this that 3 should not be a large angle-not more
than 30°, if a. good effect is desired, and it is also manifest that
the velocity of rotation of the wheel should be only a little less than
half the velocity of the water going on to the wheel, that the effi
ciency may be the greatest.
. § 122. The vertical height LO, to which the water ascends on
.
.
c
2
wheel
were
at
rest,
but
as
it
has
the
floats,
would
--1.
if
the
a
be
.
2g

velocity of rotation v, a centrifugal force arises, acting nearly in
the same direction as gravity, and giving rise to an acceleration
s
p, which may be represented by �, if a1 be the mean radius CM,
a.
and v1 the mean velocity of the wheel's shrouding, or the velocity
of the point M. We have then :
ci
v 2)
c2
or (g
(g p) h 1 =
h1 == j,
:
a
c12
and
•
. hence, the height of ascent in question h1 =

+

f,

+

2 (g +

2

�)

In order that the water may not pass over the top at 0, it is neces
sary that the shrouding should have a certain depth F0 ==- d, which
i.s determined by the equation d = LO + FL =- h1 + OF - OL
2
c
1
a (1 - cos. ,_), where � is
= h1 + a - a coB. A OF =
2 (g v/)
.

+

+

al

the angle A OF by which the point of entrance of the water on
the wheel deviates from the lowest point of the wheel F. The
thickness of the !tream of water d1 is to be added to this, because
the particles in the upper stratum must rise so much higher than

•
those of the lo"•er stratum on t.he o.ssun,ption of a mean velocity.
The depth of the shrou<ling is, therefore,
c1�
=
a (1 - cos. ,. ).
<l
d1 +
1 +
2 (g +

�)

Tho width of the wheel is t'qual to tl1c widt,h of the strcnm of

water; or, e = Q . If the cnpu.city d e l•1 of tho "·heel be made
-.
d, C
, 1½ times L11n.t of t.he ,vater 1.tid on, then ,vc have the equation
d vJ = � d1 c to 2 dJ c, and bcnco the thickness or depth of tho
d
streum lui<l on =- d1 =- J vi to1 f d t\ . 1\nothor important circumc
C
stance in reference to these ,,heels i tl1e determinntion of the points
or entru.nco and exit of t.hc ,\·ntcr, that is the water arc A..4 tt which
it is best to set off iu t,vo equal portions ou each si<le of the lowest
point of the ,,·heel F. The length of this nrc depends on the tin10
necessary for the n.cent nncl descent or the ,vatcr on tho iloutti.
�ro find this, ,ve rn ust kno,v the form nnd dimensions of the fion.ts.
If tlic time == t, then ,ve n1uy put 1l A 1 = 2 t. a = 1, t, rincl hence
tbc points on either side of .1', at which the ,va.tcr enters and quits
the ,vhcel, o.ro at u, distance

= i = -a
�-

§ 128. In order that tho ,vater, when it has reached the J1ighc�t
point K, Fig. 282, moy not 1·un over, uut
fall bu.ck along the flout, the inner encl of
l<'ig. 23:l.
the float K must not O\'orbnng the float
when in the mean position l!'K; but, on
the other haud, that tl10 float 1nuy not be
too long, the entl l( of tJ1e float must not
cut the inner circumference of tuc shroud
ing at too acute an unglc. Ilcncc, it is
best to givo the inner end of the float ,�
vcrticnl position, when the float is in its
mean position.
Adopting a. cylindrical
form of fton,t, ,vo get the centre of tho cir
eulnr u.rc, its section, by clra."·ing lrlll per
.,
pendifular to }'c, , nnu OM horizontal. � rom the depth of shroud
ing 1iO -= d, ,vc have the radius :
FlJf == K.JI c: r = cl ,
cos. •
• being the a.nglo J
l IKO = c F t•.
The time requirctl for th� ascent n,nc.l descent of the "·ntcr on the
a.re FK Dl:ty be fountl in the same rnnnnc l' ns the time of oscilJn.tion
of a pendulu1n, by aubstituting for the a.ccclcrn.ting force of gru.vity
1
the sum g + � of this accclerntion, antl that of centrifugal force.
al

This time may be found exactly by tho u1cthoil giYen Vol. I. § 246 ,
1 9*
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by putting here, a.s there, the instant of time required to move
through a. small space :
. _!_
" = + h (1 + cos. t))
.
8r
g 2n
In order to find the time for ascent and descent in the arc FK,
we have to substitute for 4' the central angle MGL, which may
be determined from the angle c1 Ji' v =- Ji'MS = ,, and the radius
Mli' = MS = r, by the formula :
MNMG
r coB. , - j, r
NG
=
=cos. t = ¼r
LG - MG
-== - (2 cos. , - 1), or sin. ½ t =- ✓cos. ,.
We have now the time t1 required for describin� the whole arc FK,
by adding together all the values of the expression :
r
' . t ,
-t =- (t + .!!_ ( 1 + COB. ♦))
'\Jg 2 n
Sr
when for cos. t we substitute in succession :
2t
St
nt
♦
COB. -, COB. -, COB, - • • • COB. -• B Ut
n
n
n
n
. -t co,. _t
sin.
♦
3
2 + COS. _!
2
2
+ COS. _!
+ . . + COB. n cr, ==
COS.
n
n
n
n
♦
2n
.
Bin. ♦ , d hence t = • + h ' + t times
the sum of all
[ 2 8 r (2
1
= 1 , an
n
2

(l

•

r
J

-t

ti

eosines Crom O to

•)J J; = [; + :r (; + ½ sin. •)J J;•

If we also consider that the whole height of fall, or the diameter
2
MS = h, that MF == r, and that g + � is to be substituted for g
a.
the force of gravity, the whole time for the rise and fall of the water
on the are FK is
r
t = 2 t, = [t + i (t + Bin. ♦)],
'
2
Vl
g -

+

al

and the length of the water arc .AA 1 (Fig. 231 ), is :
-r-.
b = 2 �a= v t = [• (• + sin. 4' )] v
8
11 s
g __!..

+

al

§ 122 . . W� have now to derive rules for the arrangement and
construction �f Poncelet's wheels from these data. We can only
assume the h�1ght of · fall h, the quantity of water · Q, and the num
ber of re�olut1ons u of the wheel, as given, and from this we have to
deduce tbe velocity of rotation v, the radius of the wheel a, the depth
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of shrouding d, the width of wheel e, and the angles a, ,, � and the
velocity c1 of the water at the beginning of its ascent. If we atten
tively consider the formulas above found, we perceive that they do
not admit of a direct solution of the problem, but that the method
of gradual approximation must be adopted.
If we lay on the water in a horizontal direction, the deviation a of
tho direction of the water-stream from the periphery of the wheel is
equal to the distance � of the point of entrance from the foot of the
wheel. In the first place, we may put, as an approximation, the
velocity of the water entering the wheel : c - 14 ✓2g h, and from this
again, the velocity of rotation of the wheel v == ½ c, as also the initial
velocity of the ascending water c1 = ½ c, we have hence also an approximate value of the radius a - SO", and the same for the depth
of shrouding d =-

1

c
_!._

==

IC U

•

t . 2g
-, and, hence, also, we
c1

obtain an ap-

2g
proximate value for t.he length of the water arc, if we put in the last
formula of the preceding paragraph :
♦ + ,in.
♦ - If, ----t - O, and r -= d, then ·.
8
d_a , and, there(ore,
__
v

u+"

�- ""

d

-

2a

v'
g+a

-

11

1

•

60

\

d •
---

v'
g+
a

With the assistance of this approximate value of ,_ == a, the cal
culations must be repeated, using the more exact formulas, and
taking for the depth of the water-stream d1 an appropriate value of
from 3 to 12 inches, according to circumstances. The head or
pressure is then only /1, - d1, and hence the velocity of the water
entering the wheel is: 1. c = ,,. ✓ 2g (h - d1 ), that of the wheel.
3
2. v - i c co,. 3. Again, the radius of the wheel 3. a ::s o "; for'
,c u
the angle , made by the circumference of the wheel with the end
of the float,
4. cotg. • - c<>tg. 4 - � - l cotg. 3, or tang.h, =- 2 ta,.,. a ;
c ,,n. a
.
.
.
and the 1n1�1al velocity of the water rising on the floai. .
C
ti
ti I
r
5· l\ -=- ,,n. 3 - --;
-, th, e dept. h.
put
we
nn• • co,. , and if, instead of -1..,
a
a1
of shrouding,
c1• • .
6 • d - d1 + ---- + a (1 - coB. ,-) :
2 (g +

f)
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and hence again we have the width of the wheel:
7 • e = Q , and the radius of the curvature of the floats:
dI C
8. r == d , and the angle t=
COB. •

= ✓cos. ,, and lastly the length of
t + sin. t)
h = 2 ,. a = t +

9. sin. ½ t
10.

(

"

8

and from this the accurate value of :
t + sin. •) ,cu
11 . ,. .. (t +
60
8

.

\

g

the water arc,
r
;
v�
+a

---r-.
vi
u

+

a

Even after these values have been found, the calculations may be
repeated on the more accurate foundations.

Example. It is required to ascertain the general proportions of a Poncelet undt!rshot
wheel. Given. the height of fall 4,5 feet, the quRntity of water 40 cubic feet per second.
Jf we make the radius a = '21& = 9 feet, and allow tbe thickness of the stream d
,
the
of
velocity
then
0,90,
discharge
=
,,_
c = 0,9 ../'2g (h _ d,)
l = 0,75 feet, 11nd further,
a:::: 0,9 X 8,02 ../3,7 !> = 7,'2 18 X l,P36 X 14 f�?t; and, t�erefore, the velocity of tho
wheel, RS also the initial velocity of the water, 1s approximately 11 r.,
½c
7 feet.
y,
nearl
is,
Hence the t.lepth of shrouding
7
l,:'> l
d == ¼ . � + d, -= J . 3,04 + 0,75 :s 1,51 feet, and the arc A -= J

=l

= = =
=•·

2g

2. 9

J , +3i 2

71
9

corre1ponding = 14 , for which, howe,·er, \\'e shall take I u
,;o.
accurately,
get,
1nore
v
we
�,
½ c coa. a, = 7 r.o,. 1:;o
Jf we now introt.luce this value of
30
v
7,1 7. It followti, there
s= 6,762 feet, and hence, the nun1ber of revolution1 u
., a
°
Jore, that tang. 1 = 2 tatig. l= 2t. 0,26795 = 0,:i 3590, :. • = 28 1 1 ¼', and, therefore,
ri7.n·i
= 7,67 feet. .Again, we ha\·e the depth of shrouding d=0,75 + 9
1
0
. co,. 2b , l I¼'
7'61
1,845 feet ; and the width of the wheel
(1 _ co,. 150) +
.
ti,76")
(32,�
i
.
2
+
1•84 5
40
_
3'80 feet. The radius of curvature of the floats r
COi. 2�0, l I¼'
(),75t. 14
____
-== 2,093 feet, and ,in. ½ t =..,lcoa. ��o, I I¼' :. ½ to = 690, 51½', and :. to = l 390,
43', ♦ -= 2,4 385, ,in. ♦ == 0,64 66; and, lastly, -,
,U93
76
,
93
6
6466
0
2,4385
..,....1.0
+ , )X
� - (2'4385 +
21824 X 013697 Jjl
3ti':;2
1�
36'52
8
.
0
0
.. 0,2499, and >.
t4°, 19', for which 14½ \\'Ouhl be substituted in the actual con.
atruction of the wheel, so that the leni;tth of the water arc, or the length of the concen.
tric curb I, == 2 A a a:::: J S • 0,253 == 4½ feet, or 2¼ feet on each aide of the lowest point
of the wheel.

-= 0,24' and the 11ngle

�=

,=

>.0

°

=

=

=

=

=

=
=

=

§ 123. .E:£?riments with Poncelet's Wheels. -Poncelet himself
instituted experiments on the useful effect of his water wheels.
These are minutely detailed, and their results ascertained in his
work above cited.
· ·
The first experiments were made with a model wheel of 20 inches
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diameter. It was of wood, had 20 floats, about 11lJ of an inch thick,w.
2-f inches deep, and 3 inches wide. The greatest effects were pro
�uc_e d when the velocity of the wheel == 0,5 that of the water, as_:
1nd1cated by theory, and then the efficiency was 0,42 to 0,56, the
former when the water stream was kept thin, the latter when this
was increased, or the cells of the wheel better filled. Reckoning
the efficiency by the height due to the velocity of the water, and not:
by the actual fall, the effect rises to 0,65 to 0,.72.
Poncelet afterwards experimented on a water wheel erected on his:
principle, measuring the effect by means of a friction brake, and the
results are very much the same as those obtained from the model.
The wheel was 1 1 feet in diameter, and had 30 plate-iron float& of
l inch thickness. The shroudings, arms, and axle of the wheel:
were of wood. The shrouding was 14 inches deep, and 3 inches;
thick, the distance between them, or width of the wheel, 28 inches.:
For a mean head of 4' - 4", and 8 inches depth of water stream,:
the ratio of the velocities being 0,52, the efficiency came to 0,52,:
which gives 0,60, when the height due _to the velocity, instead of
the total fall, is made the basis of calculation. Poncelet makes the
following deductions from his series of experiments.
The best velocity ratio v is 0,55 ;* but this may vary between
C

0,50 and 0,60 without material diminution of the useful effect.

For
falls of 6' - o" to 7' - 6", the efficiency '1 = 0,5, for falls of 5 feet
to 6' - 6", the efficiency ., -=- 0,55, and for falls of less than 5 feet
"1 -= 0,60.
The useful effect may, therefore, be represented, in the first case,
by :
Pv = 0,96 (c - v) v Q ft. lbs., in the second :
Pv =- 1,06 (c - v) v Q ft. lbs., and in the third :
Pv == 1,15 (c - v) v Q ft. lbs.
Poncelet gives the following general rules for the construction
and arrangement of his wheels, deduced from his experiments. The
distance between 2 floats, at their outer extremity, should not ex
ceed 8 to 10 inches, and the radius of the wheel should not be less
than 8' - 4" (1 metre), nor more than 8' - 2" (2½ metres). The
axis of the water stream should meet the periphery of the wheel at
an angle of 24° to 30° , and be inclined about 3° to the horizon·.
The offset at the end of the curb should be sufficient to insure the
water's free escape from the wheel, and the space left between the
wh eel o.n� the curb would not exceed f inch.
According to the experiments, the efficiency increases with the
depth of the water stream laid on and therefore c1eteri1 panl>us,
as th� filling of the ce}ls. Further �xperiments pro;e that Jhe degree
or filhng of the cells 1s �n important element in the quest1�n . .
§ 124. Recent Expenment,.-Morin has quite recently 1nst1tuted
• (This is the same ratio u that �und by the Committee of the F,anklin Institute for>
the velocity of an overahot wh�el wi\11 elbow bucketa.-A•. Ea]
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experiments with three wooden and one iron wheel, constructed on
Poncelet's principle, using the friction-brake. They were made with
the special object of testing the advantages of a curvilinear course
for laying on the water, proposed by M. Poncelet ; as also for the
purpo e of getting more exact information as to the influence of the
relative dimensions of the wheels, for in several wheels that have
been erected according to Poncelet's rule, it is found that, ,vhcn the
deYintion from the mean velocity is considerable, the ,vater overruns
the floats. (See C'omptes Rendus, 1845, t. xxrr.) As to the curved
water course, its object was to lay the ,vhole of
Fig. 233.
the water on to the ·wheel ,vithout impact, and
......, not the top or bottom stratum only. ,vhen
___
the water stream is straight ABED, Fig. 233,
the upper layer of ,vatcr DE meets the peri
phery of the ,vhecJ, as also the float, at a. dif
ferent n.ngle from that at · w hich �he Jo\'ter ·
stratum does ; so that if one enters ,vithout
impac�, the other cannot do so. If, ho,vever,
we hollow out the bottom of the course as A OB, the wa.ter stream
comes upon a smaller arc BK, and the difference in the direction
of the periphery of the wheel a.nd the layers of water is Jess, a,nd,
therefore, the impact is less thnn \Yhen the ,rater strea.m embraces
the a.re BE.
The three wooden wheels ·were respectively 51 - 311, 8' - 3", and
10' - 8" in diameter. The diameter of the iron ,vheel "'as 0' - 3''.
The buckets were of sheet iron. The :first three ,vheels were 16
inches wide, and the other ,vas 32 inches. The depth of shrouding
was 30 inches. It was found that ,vooden wheels, having very little
inertia, moved unsteadily, and hence arose a loss of water. 'l'he
smallest ·wheel revolved very unsteadily, and for a fall of 18 to 22
inches, the cells being at least half :filled, the efficiency ,vas 0,485.
Had the weight of the ,vbeel been greater, its efficiency would pro
bably have been 0,55. The second wheel, having a. fall of 30
inches, gave an efficiencyw= 0,60 to 0,62. The third wheel was
used to make experiments on ditrerent lengths of floats. It appeared
that for a. fall of 22 inches, a. length of 17 inches, and for a fall of
28 inches, a length of 24 inches, is too little. Poncelet's curved lead
was adapted to this wheel, and it was found that the efficiency 1\·as
increased, and also that the degree to ,vhich the cel1s are filled, might
he mo.de i without inconvenience.
The experiments ,vith the iron ,vhee] were instituted with falls
of 4 feet to 4½ feet, and of 3 feet, the ,vheel being free fro1n back
water, and with a fall of 15 inches, the ,vheel being -in back-water.
For sluice-openin gs of 6 inches, 8 inches, 10 inches, and 11 inches
�he maximum efficiency was 0,52, 0,57, 0,60, and 0,62 respect:
1vely, and for variations in the number of re,rolu.tions between the
limits of 12 to 21, 1 3 to 21, 11 to 20, and 12 to 19, the efficiency
did not differ more than J'§, -r'l, "f'ih and J from the maximum values.
From the results of these experiments, it follows that, f'or wheels
with the liollOtV water-lead, tho effect js expressed by the formnla. :

•
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Pv = 0,871

(c1�to')

Q 1•

Also, thnt the best velocity ratio !. = 0,5 to 0,55.
C

That the same

effect is produced, whether the water in the race be 5 incl1es below,
or 8 to 10 incLes above the bottotn of the wheel-that the efficiency
ful]s ns lo,v as 0,46, if the "·heel be in back-,rater to the depth of
ha]f the depth of the shrouding. The main advantage of the new
form
of lead is, thot the ,vheel may vary its velocity of rotation
_
mthin "·ider limits, without material diminution of the efficiency.
�Iorin considers that, for falls of 3 feet to 4 feet, a breadth of shroud
ing equol to the half of the radius is a. good proportion to adopt,
nnd that the capacity of the wheel should be double that corrc
"'POnding to the ,rater to be la.id on, i. e., the co-efficient of :filling
, = Q should be madew= l.*
..
ev
d

Rtmork. Ir wou ld thus appear that the capRci1y or the wheel treated in our last ex
Ample is too small, nnd Lhat it ·would have been ueuer to have made d,
0,5 feet, and
t
517 1 feet.

=

=

§ 125. Small Wheels. - Some other vertical water wheels have
been applied, besides the systems ,ve have now discussed. Very
sma.11 ·wheels of 2 or 3 feet diameter, are moved by the pressure or
impnct of ,vater.
n•Aubuisson describes, in his " Hydraulique," small impact wheels
A OB, Fig. 2:-34, with fa.Us of 6 to 7
Fig. 234.
metres, often to be met with i n the
Pyrenees. These wheels are from 7
to 1 0 feet in cliumeter, and have 24
hollo,vcd floats. Their effect is about
, 73 of that of an overshot wheel of the
same fall. The effect of such a. wheel
may be cn.lculo.ted by the theory of
breast ,vhce1s above given, for these
wheels are nothing more than breast
wheels with a great impact fall nnd
small height, during which the water
can act by its ,veight. To prevent the
Fig. 235.
� pilling of the water, the ,vheels are hung
1n n. curb with close-fitting sides. Such
---,
wheels may be very neatly made of iron,
nn cl nrc to be found in North ,vales.
'J'his kind of wheel is very commonly em
plo�.cd �! the forges in the Alps.
�1g. ....35 represents a. wheel erected by
rt,{l'. ?\fary, and descrJ. bed i n the "Tech• (Tli<' Vommiuee of the Fmnklin Inst itute tried cu rved, oblitJUt", and Pl11C1\\' 1111«-kt•f�
,uccciri.-ively on the same wheel. They Jbuut.l the ratio of effect 1,1 powPr for the r.un t>II
l,uckets nenrly equnl to 1lint for elbow buckets, while j 11 reforenr•t• 10 tlu• velocity of' tlir•
wheel they 1tre n111ch lnf�rior. Ell>0,v buckets 1,'11\"e :, O, ,•urvc1I ,t.'.21 ttntl ol1li'111e 3,1

rcet per sl•cond \'elocity of ,,•hecl.-Aac. Eo.)
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nologiste, Sept., 1845." The water here works chiefly by pressure.
Belanger experimented with the wheel, a.nd reported an efficiency
of O, 7 5 to 0,85 for a velocity of 4 feet per second. The wheel con. sists of a shrouding of plate iron, 13 inches wide and 5 inches deep
,
al;}d 7' - 6" in diameter, and having six elliptical floats strengthened
:by ribs.
The curb is made to fit very accurately, and sheet iron fenders,
fitting close to the wheel, prevent the water in the lead from esca p
ing into the race. The power with which such a wheel revolves, is,
'of
. course, the product of the weight of water, measured by the dif
ference of level in the lead and in the race, by the area of the float.
J.iterature. The literature treating of vertical water wheels is very extensive; but there

·are few works upon the subject worthy of much attention, as the moet of them give
very aupe.rftcial and even erroneous. views of the theory of these wheels. Eytelwein
:'-io" his " Hydraulik," treats very generally of water wheels. Gerstner, in his" Mechanik,':
treats very fully of undershot wheels. Langedorf's " Hydraulik" contains little on this
subjecL D'Aubuisson, in his work " Hydraulique a l'u!!!age des lngenieurs," treats very
fully of overshot wheels. Navier treats water wheels in detail in hisn" Le�ns," and i n
his edition of" Belidor'• Architecture Hydraulique." In Poncelet's " Cours de Mecaraique
;appliquee," the theory of water wheels is brie.fly, but very clearly, set forth. In the
" Treatise on the Manufactures and Machinery of Great Britain," P. Barlow has given
detaUs on the cmutmction of water wheels, but has not entered into the theory of their
•effects, &c. Very complete drawings aud descriptions of good wheels are given in
-Arm�ngaud's " Traite pratique de Moteurs hydrauliques et a vapeur." Nichol80n's
" Practical Mechanic," COtltains some useful informati()n on this subject. The rnost com
plete work hitherto pul,lished on vertical water wheel� is Redtenbacher's " Theorie un<l
Bau der Wasserrader, Manheim, 1846." Poncelet's an<l Morin's Memoirs have been
:calready cited.
[The experiments of the Franklin Institute are contained in the Journal of that insti
tution for 1831-2 (vols. 7, 8, & 9), and for 1841. In the le.st-mentioned volume, tlie
disc11ssion of the results is commenced, but has not yet been completed. The con1•
mittee, as originally constituted, does not appear to have giveu its attention to the appli
cation of rnathematical reasoning to the observations made and experiments perfornied.
Subsequent European experiments have consequently, in this respect, occupied the atteu
tion .ofphysical inquirers to the exclusion of the American.-Ax. Eo.]

C H A P T E R V.
OF HORIZONTAL WATER WHEELS.

§ 126. IN horizontal water wheels, the water produces its effect
either by imp_act, bypressure, or by reaction, but never directly by
its weight. Hence, liorizontal water wheels are classified as impact
wheels, hydraulic pressure wheels, and reaction wheels. These
wheels are now very commonly designated by the generic term tur
� (Ger. Kreuelrader).
The impact wheels have plane or hollow pallets, on which the
-water acts more or less perpendicularly. The pressure wheels have
·curved buckets, along which the water flows, and the reaction wheels
have · as their type a close pipe, from which the water discharges

